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The primary goals of the BABAR experiment are the detetion of CP violation (CPV)
in the B meson system, the preise measurement of some of the elements of the CKM
matrix and the measurement of the rates of rare B meson deays. At present, BABAR has
ahieved major suesses:
 the disovery, in neutral B deays, of diret and mixing-indued CP violation
















































 the observation of several rare B deays and the disovery of new partiles (in the
harmed and harmonium mesons spetrosopy)
However, the physis program of BABAR is not yet omplete. Two of the key elements of
this program that still need to be ahieved are
 the observation of diret CP violation in harged B deays, whih would onstitute
the rst evidene of diret CPV in a harged meson deay
 the preise measurement of  and , whih are neessary ingredients for a stringent
test of the Standard Model preditions in the quark eletroweak setor.
A possibility for the disovery of diret CP violation in harged B deays would be the











deaying to either a CP -even or a CP -odd eigenstate. This lass of
deays an also provide theoretially-lean information on .
Goal of the analysis
The subjet of the work presented in this thesis is the reonstrution, in a data sample
of (231:8 2:6) 10
6
harged B meson deays olleted by the BABAR experiment during













deays, with the D
0


























) eigenstates. The goal is the











































































































































mixing) the two CP -eigenstates of
the neutral D
0




























g would allow { in the Standard






























































































follows from the exat anellation of D
0

phase-spae fators in the double ratio R





































negleted. The ratio r
B









0:4 0:5 and a probably omparable olor-suppression fator [1℄ { is expeted from theory
to be r
B
 0:1   0:2 [1℄. This (rude) estimation is onrmed by reent experimental
determinations from the BABAR and Belle experiments:
r
B
= 0:12 0:09 BABAR [2℄
r
B
= 0:21 0:09 Belle [3℄;













is the Cabibbo angle (tan 
C







unknown from the theory, and reent experimental determinations from BABAR and Belle































deays are reonstruted together
















deays are not very interesting by themselves, sine the expeted CP








branhing frations and CP asymmetries, their reonstrution
is useful for four reasons:
 it provides a way to estimate possible harge asymmetries in the detetor (the CP



















similar, the former { with a branhing fration  12 times larger than the latter {
are an abundant and exellent ontrol sample;


















 normalizing the branhing fration of B ! D
0
(CP)








leads to a anellation of many systemati
unertainties (like, for instane, the ones onneted to the number of B mesons in
the original data sample and to the branhing frations of the D
0
and its instable
daughters) and therefore an be useful to obtain more preise results.













is performed through a maximum likelihood t that exploits the partile identiation
(PID) information of the prompt partile provided by BABAR's exellent PID system,
along with a few kinematial variables whih haraterize the deay of the B meson and are
reonstruted by means of BABAR harged partile traking system and its eletromagneti
alorimeter.
9



















deaying to Cabibbo-allowed non-CP avor
eigenstates. In all three experiments, B mesons are originated in the deays  (4S) !
BB of the vetor resonane  (4S) = (b





ollisions at a enter-of-mass
(CM) energy
p
s = m( (4S))
2
= 10:58 GeV. In CLEO, installed at the Cornell Eletron
Storage Ring (CESR), eletrons and positrons have the same energy in the laboratory





ring), BB pairs are produed in ollisions where eletrons are  3 times more energeti
than positrons. The total number of B

mesons olleted by CLEO, in the years 1999-
2001, is 15:4 10
6
; the number of B

olleted by BABAR and Belle until the end of year
2004 is 15{20 times larger, and should reah about one billion by 2008. For this reason
KEKB and PEP-II are usually referred to as \B-fatories". The measured branhing




























































) = (8:31 0:35 0:20) 10
 2
BABAR [6℄













) = (8:19 0:28)%;
The CLEO measurement is based on the whole CLEO data sample (15.4 million B

mesons olleted in the years 1990-2001); the D
0



















. The Belle result is based on a sample of 85.4
million B








deay mode. The BABAR measurement is based on a sample of 88.8 million
B

mesons olleted in the years 1999-2002; the D
0




















In the ase of D
0
deaying to CP eigenstates, the expeted branhing fration ratios












































































where in priniple  and Æ
B





quantity. Theoretial estimates [1℄ and reent experimental determinations [2, 3℄ for r
B
are in the range 0.1 { 0.2, and  is expeted to be, from indiret onstraints and if the
Standard Model is orret, around 60
Æ





as a funtion of Æ for  = 60
Æ
and for dierent values of r
B
in the
range 0.05-0.20. In the r
B
= 0:15 ase R
CP
varies between 0.87 and 1.17 depending on
the value of Æ
B
, and CP asymmetries are expeted to be at most 24%.
Sine D
0
deays to CP eigenstates are Cabibbo suppressed, with branhing frations
of the order of 10
 3
, and reonstrution eÆienies are typially between 10 and 30%,
10
)°(d





















































































a huge number of harged B mesons must be olleted.




is preluded to the CLEO experiment,
while it is possible with the large data sample aumulated up to now by the B fatories,
and will be rened in the next three years as long as this data sample will be inreased
















performed both by Belle and BABAR:
R
CP+
= 1:21 0:25 0:14
A
CP+
= 0:06 0:19 0:04 Belle [5℄
R
CP+
= 1:06 0:20 0:06
A
CP+
= 0:07 0:17 0:06 BABAR [6℄
11
while B ! D
0
CP 
K deays have been reonstruted only by Belle:
R
CP 
= 1:41 0:27 0:15
A
CP 
=  0:19 0:17 0:06 Belle [5℄













). BABAR nds, on a sample of 88.8 million B

,


















andidates. Belle reonstruts the D
0
CP 














































They nd, on a sample of 85.4 million B







yields are not quoted separately for the various deay modes of the D
0
CP 
, but { taking









modes are expeted to give a negligible ontribution to the total signal yield.
An updated measurement has been presented by the Belle Collaboration at ICHEP'04,
based on a sample of 274 million BB events; the preliminary results are [9℄:
R
CP+
= 0:98 0:18 0:10
A
CP+
= 0:07 0:14 0:06
R
CP 
= 1:29 0:16 0:08
A
CP 
=  0:11 0:14 0:05




Outline of the manusript
In Chapter 1 an overview on CP violation, in general and in B meson deays, is
presented. In partiular, diret CP violation is desribed in Setion 1.4.1. The main,
most promising methods for the extration of  are reviewed, together with the urrent
experimental information that we have (Setion 1.7).
The general struture of the BABAR detetor and the performanes of its subsystems
are desribed in Chapter 2.






(h = K;) andidates is disussed in
details.

















is presented. In the same Chapter the





1.1 Why B physis?
The Standard Model (SM) of strong and eletroweak interations of quark and leptons [10℄
has so far been able to aommodate, in a simple and elegant way, the experimental data
olleted in the past years. It must be noted, however, that whereas the gauge setor of
the eletroweak interations has been tested to a very high preision in the 1990s, the
study of avor-hanging and CP -violating transitions has not reahed the same level of
auray.
In the Standard Model with three quark generations, avor hanging transitions and
in partiular CP violation (CPV) an in priniple be aommodated with the well-known
CKM mehanism [11℄, just requiring that CP is not imposed as a symmetry of the la-
grangian. Several stringent tests of the avor and CP setor of the SM an be obtained
from the measurement of B mesons deays, where a multitude of CP -odd eets are
expeted, with non negligible size and { in some ases { with very lean and aurate
preditions by the theory.
In the last deade two experiments, BABAR [12℄ and Belle [13℄, have been built at
the so-alled \B Fatories" to extensively study B (= B
u;d
) meson deays and make
enough independent CP violation measurements to overonstrain the theory:
1
eventually
either those measurements will be onsistent with the Standard Model, where all CP
violation eets in nature are desribed in terms of a single phase parameter, or { in the
most exiting ase { there will not be any set of CKM parameters onsistent with all
measurements, thus opening the way for a new physis theory beyond the SM.
1.2 CP violation in the Standard Model. The CKM
matrix and the Unitarity Triangle
In quantum eld theories CP violation is diretly onneted with the presene, in the
Lagrangian, of one or more omplex oupling onstants whose phases annot be removed
by means of a suitable phase redenition of the elds in the theory. [15℄
In the Standard Model based on SU(2)
L
 U(1) gauge symmetry, CP violation in
weak proesses arises from a single irremovable omplex phase in the mixing matrix for
quarks, whih governs the harged W gauge boson interation with the quarks: this is
alled the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) mehanism [11℄. Suh harged urrent
1
An extensive desription of B physis and of the wide experimental program of the B-fatories is
ontained in [14℄
15



































is theW boson eld operator, and fu; ; tg
L
and fd; s; bg
L
are the left-handed quark eld avor eigenstates, with harges Q = 2=3 and


























is in priniple a unitary, 3  3 matrix, thus depending on nine parameters, three real
angles and six phases. The number of phases an be redued to one by a redenition of
the phases of the quark elds.
4







and a phase Æ, with a partiular quark elds phase onvention, is the



















































































, 0  
ij
 =2, and 0  Æ  2.
Experimentally one an gain information on the magnitudes of the CKM matrix ele-
ments from several tree-level onstraints.
5
When taking into aount these measurements
and the onstraints from unitarity in a global t, one an determine ondene intervals
for the moduli of eah of the nine CKM elements.
6
The 1 (68%) ondene limits from






























































This orresponds to a hierarhy in the strengths of the harged-urrent quark-level pro-
esses, and is exploited in the so-alled \Wolfenstein parameterization" of the CKM ma-
trix [17℄. This is an approximation of the standard parameterization in terms of four real
2
Summation over quark olors is not expliitly indiated.
3
g is onneted to the Fermi onstant G
F
and the mass M
W











In the general ase of N quark generations, the mixing matrix would onsist of (N   1)
2
physial
parameters, N(N   1)=2 angles and (N   1)(N   2)=2 omplex phases. N=3 is therefore the minimum
number of quark generations that is neessary in the Standard Model to aomodate CP violation.
5
For a review see for instane hapter 11 (\The Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa quark-mixing matrix")
of [16℄.
6
Dierent tting methods exist in the literature whih dier in the statistial methods used to deal
with theoretial errors: the CKMtter group [7℄ advoates a frequentist approah, while the UTt ol-
laboration [8℄ hooses a bayesian approah. However, the dierent tting methods, it they use the same
input parameters, give essentially the same result.
16




j = (0:2265 0:0020) playing the ro^le of the

















(  i) : (1.6)




























































V = 1), a set of 12 equations hold, 6
expressing the normalization onditions of the rows and olumns, and 6 expressing the
fat that the hermitian produt of eah pair of dierent olumns or rows must vanish.






















{ in the following way, whih is inde-























This relation requires that the sum of three omplex quantities vanishes and an therefore
be represented in the omplex plane as a triangle, alled \Unitarity Triangle". Its sides are
all of omparable magnitude, O(1).
7
As shown in Figure 1.1, two verties have oordinates
(0,0) e (1,0) and the oordinates of the third vertex (apex) in terms of the Wolfenstein
parameters are { if we neglet terms of order 
4
{ simply given by (; ). The lengths of
Figure 1.1: The (resaled) Unitarity Triangle.


























































































There exist ve other \unitarity triangles", orresponding to the remaining unitarity relations between
the olumns or the rows of the CKM matrix. However, one is, to order 
3
, idential to the Unitarity




) shorter than the other two and
therefore measurements related to these triangles are experimentally very hallenging.
17












































The speial relevane of the Unitarity Triangle is due to the fat that there are a ertain
number of B
u;d
meson deays whih are expeted to have rates and CP -violating eets
that an be measured at the B fatories experiments, and from whih we an gain redun-
dant information on the angles and sides of the triangle, thus allowing us to perform a
stringent test of the CKM setor of the Standard Model. Information on the lengths of
the sides omes from:
























orresponds in the (; ) plane to a irle entered in (0,0) with radius R
b
.
 the value of M
d
, the mass dierene of the two mass eigenstates of the neu-
tral B
d





















deays as desribed in Setions 1.5, 1.6 and 1.7. Additional on-
straints on the sides of the Unitarity Triangle are provided by non B-fatory experiments,
and onsist of the measured value of the indiret CP violation parameter "
K
of the neutral
Kaon system, and the quantity M
s
, analogous of M
d
for the neutral B
s
system, mea-
sured by LEP and CDF in neutral B
s
osillations. The former onstrains the quantity








between the masses of the harm and top quarks and that of the W boson.
This onstraint orresponds to a hyperbola in the (; ) plane. The latter provides an
additional onstraint on R
t
.
A few omments are in order:
 to relate the experimental observables to the CKM parameters, or equivalently to 
and , one needs some theoretial input. Typially hadroni matrix elements of the
weak interation Hamiltonian, originally expressed in terms of quark elds, need to
be evaluated, thus introduing a theoretial unertainty.
 the experimental quantities themselves have a limited preision due to the nite
statistis and the systemati unertainties that aet the measurements. Therefore,
the onstraints have a nite preision, that improves in time as soon as updated
measurements and more rened theoretial estimates are available.









, ", and the angles ,  and , together with the
3 allowed region for the apex of the Unitarity Triangle obtained from a ombined t
to these onstraints [7℄. With the present experimental and theoretial information the
Standard Model is therefore onsistent with data, and the following preditions (at 95%

























































excluded area has CL > 0.95
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f i t t e r
CKM 2005
Figure 1.2: Constraints (at 68% and 95% C.L.) on the position of the apex of the Unitarity








, ", sin 2.
The ombined 3 allowed ontour is also shown.
1.3 The system of B
u;d
mesons
The light B  B
u;d

















They are pseudosalar 0
 











= 5279:4 0:5 MeV=
2







= 1:5360:014 ps). B mesons are opiously produed in present B-





lisions: in fat, the  (4S), whose massm and width   arem = (10:58000:0035) GeV=
2
,
  = (20 4) MeV, is just above threshold for BB prodution and deays with the same








. The neutral B system, like the neutral K
system, exhibits some peuliar features whih we summarize here [14℄.


































































Therefore the avor eigenstates are not the same as the mass eigenstates and an undergo































, where we assume B
L













































































where in the last line the same quark eld phase onvention adopted for the standard





. We see that:
  
d










































are not the eigenstates of the hamiltonian (1.21), then a state
whih, at (proper) time t = 0, is a pure B
0
, evolves at time t into a state B
0
(t) whih is




, and similarly a state whih is a pure B
0
at t = 0

























































































proess is produed in a oherent L = 1 state













The time evolution of the two B mesons is then suh that at any time, until one partile

































a time evolution given by Eqs. (1.28) or (1.29), where t is now the dierene between its
proper time and the deay instant of the former B.
1.4 CP violation in B deays
It is possible to distinguish { in a manner whih does not depend on a spei theory {
three ways in whih CP violation an show up in B (as well as K) meson deays:
 CP violation in deay, also alled diret CP violation;
 CP violation in mixing, also referred to as indiret CP violation;
 CP violation in the interferene between deays with and without mixing, sometimes
abbreviated to CP violation in the interferene between mixing and deay.
1.4.1 CP violation in deay
CP violation in deay, or diret CPV, takes plae when the amplitude A
f
= hf jH jBi






































CP (f), then we have:
h







hf j(CP )H(CP )jBi (1.35)
and CP invariane implies that the Hamiltonian ommutes with the CP operator, thus
leading to h








For diret CP violation to take plae in a proess B ! f an essential ondition is that
at least two interfering amplitudes, with dierent weak (CP violating) and strong (CP

















are the weak phases and Æ
i



















































In this ase the harge of the lepton uniquely identies the avor of the B at the instant t
1
when it
deayed (suh a deay is alled \avor-tagging" as it allows to identify the avor of the B). Suppose for




 nal state is observed: in this eventuality the deaying B is a B
0
. Due to the




pair, therefore, at the same instant t
1






























































































































































At present, all rate asymmetries measured in several dierent harged B (and K) deays
have been found onsistent with zero.
In neutral B deays diret CPV an be searhed in rate asymmetries of deays to nal




but not to both.
10
Following this method BABAR has observed, for the rst time, diret CP violation in the

































=  0:133 0:030(stat) 0:009(syst) (1.42)
Another way to measure diret CPV in neutral B deays, as disussed in Setion 1.4.3,
is from the time-dependent rates of the proesses B
0











f , where f and








f is a CP eigenstate) and for whih the amplitudes A(B
0




1.4.2 CP violation in mixing
CP violation in mixing an only take plae in the neutral system and ours when the
mass eigenstates B
L;H
are not CP eigenstates. This is equivalent to require that q=p is












Sine the SM predits jq=pj   1  5 10
 4
, CP violation eets in neutral B mixing are

































However, this asymmetry is expeted to be of the order of 10
 3
and therefore tiny: if








1  (1 + 4h)
2




The observed asymmetries must be signiantly greater than  10
 3
, otherwise they ould arise
purely from CP violation in mixing.
22
The urrent experimental onstraints from the B-fatories are below the 10
 2
level:
jq=pj = 0:998 0:006(stat) 0:007(syst) (BABAR [23℄) (1.46)
jq=pj = 1:0006 0:0030(stat) 0:0028(syst) (Belle [24℄) (1.47)
The world average, from measurements at LEP, CLEO, BABAR and Belle, is
jq=pj = 1:0013 0:0034 [18℄ (1.48)
1.4.3 CP violation in the interferene between deay and mixing
CP violation in the interferene between deay and mixing an arise in deays of neutral
B mesons to nal states f and





, due to the
interferene between the \unmixed" B
0





It shows up as a dierene between the time-dependent probabilities P (B
0











a neutral B, whih we denote by B
reo
, is reonstruted in the f or

f nal state of interest
(let us denote with t
reo
the proper time of the B
reo
when it deays), while the other
neutral B (whih we all B
tag
) is reonstruted (typially only partially) in a nal state
f
tag
whih unambiguously identies the avor of B
tag
at the instant t
tag









is therefore also identied, it is

























) is proportional to the probability
P (B
0




























The simplest ase is when f is a CP eigenstate,

f = CPf = f  
CP
f
f . In this ase,




















































































































measures (negleting CPV in mixing, i.e. assuming jq=pj = 1), diret
CP violation in the deay B
0
! f . However, also in the ase when CP is not violated
in deay or in mixing, the time-dependent CP asymmetry an still be dierent from




t) term: this term gives the so-alled CP
violation in interferene between deay with and without mixing, also known as \mixing-






1.5 Measurement of the angle 
The angle  of the Unitarity Triangle an be aurately measured from the time-dependent
CP asymmetry (1.50) in the \golden modes" f = ()K
0

















(CP -odd) and J= K
0
L























































































































dashed lines in the penguin topology (on the right) represent a olour-singlet exhange.
originate from

b! s quark-level deays and reeive ontribution from tree and penguin


































where we have expliitly written the CKM elements relevant to the tree (T ) and the
u; ; t-mediated penguin (P
u;;t
















whih follows from the unitarity of the CKM matrix, grouping together






































































































and the parameter 
f























an only be estimated with large hadroni unertainties; however, it
enters the amplitude in a doubly Cabibbo-suppressed way, 
2
= 0:05130:0005, therefore


















and  an be leanly extrated, up to a four-fold ambiguity ( $ =2  ,  $  + ),
from the oeÆent of the sin(M
d
t) term in the time-dependent CP asymmetry.
24
With this method BABAR and Belle nd:
sin 2 = 0:722 0:040(stat) 0:023(syst) (BABAR [20℄) (1.63)
sin 2 = 0:728 0:056(stat) 0:023(syst) (Belle [21℄) (1.64)
and the world average is:
sin 2 = 0:726 0:037 [18℄ (1.65)
One of the four solutions for ,   23
Æ
, is in exellent agreement with the value predited
from the CKM ts to the Unitarity Triangle onstraints, unlike the other three. The two
solutions with os 2 < 0 are exluded by BABAR at 86% C.L. from the study of the time-










) nal state [25℄. Therefore, at 86% C.L., the two allowed solutions for  are   23
Æ
and   203
Æ
.
1.6 Measurement of the angle 
The angle  an be measured from the study of harmless B deays suh as ,  and
. At present the deays B !  provide the most aurate information on .
Originally it was believed that  ould be extrated, in a straigthforward way anal-
ogous to that used for , from the time-dependent evolution of neutral B deays to the








d quark-level deays and reeive ontributions from tree (T ) and penguin (P )














































































































































































































where in the last equality we have used  =   . At the beginning of the B-fatories








, whih would imply that sin 2 ould be determined from the time-






(t)  sin(2) sin(M
d
t).
However, branhing fration measurements of B deays to  and K nal states

















































2a sin Æ sin 






















sin 2  2a os Æ sin(2+ ) + a
2
sin(2+ 2)



































and is the experimental quantity that an be measured, up to a four-fold ambiguity
(
e






+ ), from the sinM
d
t term of the time-dependent
CP asymmetry. To extrat  from 
e
one needs to know a and Æ, whose theoretial
estimates are aeted by hadroni unertainties. A way out { negleting eletroweak
penguins, whih are expeted to be at most at the few perent level in this hannel {



















































































to eliminate a and Æ and to extrat . Unfortunately, for this method to be applied one













following experimental diÆulties are met:




) (measured for the rst time by the BABAR experi-















= (1:51 0:28) 10
 6
and, due to the presene of two neutral pions in the nal state, the bakground
level is rather high and the reonstrution eÆieny is orrespondingly low, about
15-20%. This implies that, in a dataset of 250 million BB pairs produed in four











a time-dependent analysis must be performed, therefore




deays must be signiantly larger.
26
Grossman and Quinn have shown [28℄ that even without performing the full isospin









































deay is too small to perform the full
isospin analysis with the present B fatories data, but at the same time is not small
enough to give a stringent bound on j   

e









at 68% C.L (35
Æ
at 90% C.L)









priniple, sine the  meson is a vetor partile, the nal state is not a CP eigenstate, due
to presene of both CP -even (L=0,2) and CP -odd (L=1) nal states. However, it turns







100% longitudinally polarized and therefore the nal state is purely CP -even. A time-






























ase is that the bound on j 
e




































































































deays and the most onservative
limit on j   

e
j has been obtained by assuming f
00
L
= 1. With this bound and the
measured value of 

e




deays, one of the
four solutions for  is
 = (96 10(stat) 4(syst) 11(peng))
Æ
where the last error omes from the limit on j   

e
j. Like ,  is determined up to a









!  deays allows to break the two-fold ambiguity  $ =2   









The solution   101
Æ
is in good agreement with the value predited from the CKM ts
to the Unitarity Triangle onstraints.
1.7 Measurement of the angle 
The angle  is onsidered to be the most diÆult to measure of the three angles of the
Unitarity Triangle, sine
27
 the branhing frations and the reonstrution eÆienies of the B deays that are
useful to extrat  are typially lower than in the harmonium or harmless B deays
used to measure  and 
 in the modes with higher branhing frations, the two amplitudes that give rise
to the interferene term whih provides sensitivity to  usually have quite dierent
magnitudes. Hene, the interferene term is small and the sensitivity to  is redued.
Several methods have been proposed in the past for the measurement of ; the strategy
pursued at the B fatories is to reonstrut as many as possible -related observables and
to ombine the information from all of them, to improve the overall auray. In this
Setion we summarize the various methods that have been proposed so far for measuring
, and desribe in some detail the ones that look more promising for the extration of 
at the present B fatory experiments.
In general, we an lassify these methods in two lasses:
 model-independent tehniques, whih extrat  from B deays that proeed through
tree diagrams only and for whih exat relations
11
involving  an be found between
the measured branhing frations and CP asymmetries of some related hannels.
Sine no penguin amplitudes are involved, these approahes are unaeted by a
large lass of possible new-physis eets that, presumably, an be expeted to
show up in this kind of deay mehanism.
 model-dependent methods, where some theoretial assumptions are made for the
extration of . Typially the observables that are needed as input for these ap-
proahes are easier to measure than those relevant to the model-independent meth-
ods, however the nal derivation of  is aeted by a signiant model-dependent


































































































The model-independent tehniques extrat  by exploiting the interferene between











. An example of suh proesses is
shown in Figure 1.5.  is the relative weak phase between the two diagrams, and in
priniple an be probed by measuring CP -violating eets in B deays where the two










































Atually in methods based on harged B ! D
()0




mixing and CP -violation in D
0
deays is used. However, the indued bias in the measurement of  is
expeted to be of the order of 1
Æ
in the so-alled \ADS" method of Subsetion 1.7.2 and of the order of
0:1
Æ






mesons are reonstruted through a deay in a ommon nal state.
This an be either:







Wyler method [30, 31℄)


























































mixing. In this ase time-dependent CP asymmetries must be
measured, whih allow to extrat the sum 2 + , where 2 is arried in by the
mixing parameter q=p = e
 2i
.
Variations of these methods onsider olor-allowed 3-bodyB deays toDK nal states [35℄.






deays with the same
D
()0




[36℄. More omplex teh-
niques involve nal states with vetor mesons (; a
1
) replaing the pions [36, 37℄. With
respet to the q = s ase, the advantage is that the branhing frations are at least an
























0:02 and therefore the interferene, and therefore the sensitivity to , is small.
The most promising model-independent methods, at the moment, seem to be those
based on harged B ! D
0




deays, whih will be desribed in
the following setions.
1.7.1 The Gronau-London-Wyler method
The Gronau-London-Wyler (GLW) method [30, 31℄ is based on the reonstrution of
harged B deays to D
0
















. The CKM angle  an be extrated from the



































































































































The value of  obtained with this method is known up to 8 disrete ambiguities, due to

















The main limitations of this method are two:







proess is in fat  410
 4
and the branhing frations (inluding









deays to CP eigenstates
are at the level of a few parts in 10
3
, with nal reonstrution eÆienies varying
between  5% and 35% based on the number of harged traks and neutral pions in
the B deay and on the bakground level. It is therefore neessary to reonstrut as
many as possible f
CP
nal states to inrease the statistis. With the same purpose,
the method an also be applied to B ! D
0
CP














but the same funtional dependene
on : this has the eet of inreasing the sensitivity to  and to break the twofold
ambiguity  $ Æ
B
, thus reduing the number of disrete ambiguities to four. In the
ase of nal states ontaining vetor D
0
mesons, it must be noted [39℄ that there


























 however large the data sample, the sensitivity to  is essentially proportional to the
value of r
B
and is therefore limited by the small value of r
B
































 0:26  0:44 is a olor suppression fator estimated from the measured

















 0:4, from whih
r
B
is expeted to be around 0:1   0:2.
Depending on the value of Æ
B




 0:15, CP asymmetries up to
25% may be possible It should be noted, however, that even if Æ
B
vanished and the CP
asymmetries were zero, the analysis ould still be performed to yield : in that ase
the unknowns would redue to two, r
B
and , whih ould be extrated from the two
observables R
CP























1.7.2 The Atwood-Dunietz-Soni method
The Atwood-Dunietz-Soni (ADS) method [32℄ is based on the reonstrution of harged
B deays to D
0
K where the D
0
deays to a doubly-Cabibbo-suppressed (DCS) nal state

















amplitude, whih proeeds through the olor-allowed b ! 
transition followed by the DCS D
0

































































































































































 2   3 (1.94)
Aordingly, the (diret) CP asymmetries are potentially large in these deays, up to
40%, and the sensitivity to , whih { like in the previous method { is proportional to
the interferene term, should be enhaned. Unfortunately, on the other hand, onsidering
doubly-Cabibbo-suppressedD
0
deays instead of singly-Cabibbo-suppressed deays to CP
eigenstates redues the overall branhing frations by a fator  
2
and a signiantly
larger statistis is needed to perform the measurement. Within the same data sample,
the sensitivities of this and the previous methods are probably omparable.
To extrat  from these deays one needs to measure their branhing frations and












































































































f (CP onjugate of f) is the Cabibbo-allowed D
0





























are the magnitude ratio and the strong phase dierene of the doubly-






























) and two observables, measuring
 is not possible with this method if we just reonstrut one D
0
deay. If we added n more
D
0













for eah hannel), therefore the system would remain unonstrained. We therefore need

















thus reduing the number of unknowns to 2+n. Sine the observables are 2n, the minimum
number of D
0
hannels that is needed to measure  is therefore n = 2. Moreover, unless
the strong phases Æ
f
D
are all the same, whih is unlikely, reonstruting more than one





ontained in equations (1.95) and (1.96)
























Like the previous one, also this method an be generalized to B ! D
0

















, one needs to take
into aount the eetive strong phase dierene of 180
Æ





























































































































for the B ! D
0
K deay. Therefore,

























































































































































1.7.3 The Giri-Grossmann-Soer-Zupan method
The Giri-Grossmann-Soer-Zupan (GGSZ) method [33℄ is based on the reonstrution of
B ! D
0
K and B ! D
0













































































) of the Dalitz plot.
Negleting CP violation in D
0









) to the same
































































































































) distributions for negative and positive B































































































































































































Dalitz plot. It is easy to see that these formulae are just the generalization
of the equations (A.19) and (A.20) for the two-body D
0
deays, when the dependene of
the amplitude on the Mandelstam variables for the 3-body deay is introdued.










































. Moreover, sine Æ
D






) to be fully known), also







Dalitz distributions in (1.107) and (1.108), respetively. Therefore,
the disrete ambiguity on  of this method is only twofold:
(; Æ
B
)$ ( + ; Æ
B
+ ) (1.110)
The main advantages of this method are that
 the D
0
deays that are onsidered are Cabibbo-allowed, therefore the branhing
frations are about one order of magnitudes higher than in the GLW ase (and even
higher with respet to the ADS ase)
 the full sub-resonane struture of the three-body (or multi-body) D
0
deay is on-










), whih allows to redue the number of disrete ambiguities
and to improve the overall  sensitivity.






) of the seleted B andidates must be



























must be known. The impreise knowledge of f an thus lead to a systemati unertainty
on the measured value of .
Like in the previous ases, the method an be generalized to B ! D
0














A dierent approah for the measurement of  in a lean model-independent way is















amplitude and the \mixed",



















































































































































diagrams, whih are shown in Figure 1.6.
Sine  is aurately known from the time-dependent CP asymmetries of B deays to


























































sin(2 +   Æ) sin(M
d
t) (1.112)












)j and Æ  ( 

) is the relative strong phase
































 0:4 0:05 = 0:02 (1.113)
Analogous relations hold for the D






In priniple, one ould therefore measure the time-dependent evolution of these deays
and, from the oeÆients of the sine and osine terms, extrat 2 + , along with the
unknown hadroni paramteres r and Æ. However, sine r  0:02 is very small, and
the sensitivity to r omes from the os(M
d
) terms, where r enters quadratially, it is
impossible - at present B fatory experiments - to determine r in this way. The time-
dependent probabilities therefore, negleting O(r
2







) / 1 os(M
d










) / 1 os(M
d




and to extrat 2 +  and Æ from the measured oeÆients of the sin(M
d
t) terms













































= 1:10  0:02 [40℄ take into aount fatorizable SU(3) breaking eets. An
additional, guessed error (typially of the order of 30%) is attributed on r
()
to take
into aount possible non-fatorizable SU(3) breaking eets and the unknown size of
annihilation ontributions.
Other drawbaks of this method are that:
 a time-dependent analysis must be performed, whih is intrinsially more ompli-
ated than a time-integrated measurement, and whih requires a high signal yield
to give aurate results
 to do a time-dependent analysis, the avor of the other B at the moment of its
deay must be unambiguously determined (tagged). This is done by looking for a
high p
t
lepton (from B ! Xl
l
deays) or a kaon in the event. This requirement
redues the overall seletion eÆieny, sine only about 30% of the neutral B deays
are tagged.
 when the avor of the other B is tagged through hadroni deays, CP violation

















) as shown in [41℄.
Additional terms of unknown size are introdued in the expression of the time-
dependent probabilities; the measurement of 2 +  however is not spoiled and an
still be performed, but at the prie of using only part of the information ontained
in the seleted data, thus reduing the sensitivity of the method
 sine the ratio of the interfering amplitudes is r  0:02, the interferene and therefore
the sensitivity to 2 +  are rather small
On the other hand, the main advantage of this method over the previous ones is that
the favored B deay amplitude is Cabibbo-allowed, and so are the D and D

seondary
deays that are reonstruted, therefore the number of seleted D
()
 events in a ertain
dataset is, ultimately, at least about two orders of magnitude higher than the number
of D
0
K events seleted for the previous methods. Moreover, in the D

 ase, a partial




 is not fully reonstruted,




 deay are deteted.
In that ase signal events are seleted by requiring that the invariant mass of the unreon-
struted D
0
, obtained by applying kinemati onstraints onsistent with the deay mode,
peak at the nominal D
0
mass. The partial reonstrution tehnique allows a signiant
improvement in the number of reonstruted signal events (by a fator 8   10), at the
ost of an inreased bakground and a poorer B vertex resolution (the B vertex position
is neessary to measure the proper time dierene t between the deays of the two B
mesons). The requirement of a B meson on the tag side helps, in this ase, to redue the
bakground level.
1.7.5 Current results on  from model-independent measurements
Several results have been presented at the ICHEP onferene in Summer 2004 in the han-
nels related to the model-independent extration of . Some results have been updated
reently. These results nally oer the rst diret onstraints on .
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K 0:87 0:15 0:40 0:17 0:80 0:16 0:21 0:18
D
0





1:96 0:41  0:08 0:21 0:65 0:27  0:26 0:42
















K 0:98 0:21 0:07 0:15 1:29 0:18  0:11 0:15
D
0
K 1:43 0:29  0:27 0:25 0:94 0:29 0:26 0:26











deays, whih are summarized in Tables 1.1 and 1.2.

















































































is desribed as the sum of a non-resonant term and two-body (Breit-
Wigner) amplitudes, whose magnitudes and phases are determined on a lean, high-
statistis sample of tagged D
0
mesons originating in D
0

















































(321 57 11 21)
Æ










are measured up to a disrete ambiguity of 180
Æ
.
When ombining all the information oming from the GLW, ADS and GGSZ mea-
surements of the two experiments, the 68% ondene interval for  is [8℄:
 = (64 18)
Æ




The 95% C.L. allowed region is:
 2 [30; 100℄
Æ
or  2 [210; 280℄
Æ
(1.120)
The error is still quite large and needs a signiant inrease in statistis or in the number
of deay modes that are reonstruted to be signiantly improved. The results are












whih at the moment provide the best sensitivity. It must be noted however that the






urrent GGSZ measurements tend to favor a higher value for r
()
B
with respet to the
GLW measurements.
The B-fatory experiments have also measured the time-dependent evolution of neutral
B deays to D, D

 and D deays [45℄. At present, a ombined interpretation of the
measured oeÆients of the time-dependent probabilities given in (1.111) and (1.112) is
not yet ready. BABAR sets, using only the sample of D

 partially reonstruted, the
following lower limit on 2 + :
j sin(2 + )j > 0:75 (68% C:L:) (1.121)
j sin(2 + )j > 0:58 (90% C:L:) (1.122)
1.7.6 Model-dependent methods for extrating 
Model-dependent tehniques try to extrat , together with some hadroni parameters
that are hard to estimate from the theory, through approximate relations between dierent
B deay amplitudes ontaining the weak phase e
i
. These relations are typially obtained
by making some dynamial assumptions and requiring that strong interation are invariant
under some avor simmetries (isospin, SU(3)). Fatorizable avor-symmetry breaking
terms are also inluded, while non-fatorizable orretions are negleted. Two methods
representative of this athegory are the following:
 the rst approah is based on harmless B ! ; K deays [46℄. As we have
seen in Setion 1.6, eqs (1.71) and (1.72), the oeÆients of the time evolution of




are a funtion of ,  and two hadroni












= ft(a; Æ; ; ) (1.124)






deays, neglet some amplitudes that are ex-
peted to be suppressed (eletroweak penguins, penguin annihilation and exhange


























   ft(a; Æ; ) =
















, involving the kaon and pion deay
onstants, takes into aount fatorizable SU(3) breaking orretions. If we x 
to the value measured in time-dependent CP asymmetries to ()K
0
, the previous
equalities provide three relations between the three unknowns a, Æ and , whih
an therefore be determined simultaneously. Additional information is provided






, whih { with the same theoretial











2a sin Æ sin 

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and, sine the deay onstant ratio anel, is expeted to be aeted to a smaller
extent { with respet to  { by SU(3)-breaking orretions. It is also possible to








, where again eletroweak penguin





















































































With the present measurements of the relevant branhing frations (whih are of
the order of 10
 5
) and CP asymmetries, the authors of [46℄ nd, at 68% C.L, the
value  = (65  7)
Æ
or  = (245  7)
Æ
, in exellent agreement with the indiret
measurements from the CKM ts. However, the unertainty to be assigned to 
due to the theoretial assumptions is not inluded and the quoted error on  is
likely to be underestimated. Moreover, the likelihood funtion around the best-t











 an alternative model-dependent method for measuring  has been proposed very







deays. The tehnique is quite
straightforward in the DD ase: the total amplitude, reeiving ontribution from
















































and from a time-dependent measurement three observables an be obtained:
























) os  (1.130)





















) sin  (1.131)






















) sin(2 + ):
(1.132)
The idea is to extrat  from these three observables; however, even after xing 




deays, there remain four































































































negleting there exhange ontributions and assuming avor SU(3)
invariane of the strong interations. The number of unknowns is therefore redued







. The method an be applied, with some additional omplexity (and


















Like in the =K ase, also in this approah the unertainty on  due to some of the
theoretial assumptions is not preisely quantied. Moreover, with the urrent ex-





or  = (167  7)
Æ







B physis oers an exellent eld where to look for CP violation and to test the Standard
Model preditions in the CP and avor setor. In partiular, the B-Fatory experiments
like BABAR an overonstrain the so-alled \Unitarity Triangle", whih is related to one of
the o-diagonal unitarity relations of the CKM matrix V . The most diÆult to measure














, due to either small branhing frations
or small interferene eets in the B deays that provide sensitivity to it. To improve





and B ! D
()
= deays, following the several methods that have been
proposed in the past years and summarized in Setion 1.7. One of the most promising
methods is based on the reonstrution of B ! D
0
K deays with D
0
deaying to CP -
eigenstates (Subsetion 1.7.1), whih is the subjet of the work presented in this thesis.
In the next Chapter we shall see why the BABAR experiment is well-suited to perform





BABAR is a high energy physis experiment installed at the Stanford Linear Aelerator
Center (SLAC), California. It was designed and built by a large international team of si-
entists and engineers in the 90s, with a omprehensive physis program onsisting in the
systemati measurement of CP violation in the B meson system, preision measurements
of deays of bottom and harm mesons and of the  lepton, and searh for rare proesses.





asymmetri ollider (PEP-II [49℄). In this hapter the main features
of the nal designs and the performanes of PEP-II and the BABAR detetor are desribed.
2.1 The PEP-II B Fatory




ollider designed to operate at a
enter-of-mass energy of 10:58GeV, orresponding to the mass of the  (4S) =b

b vetor
meson resonane (see Figure 2.1). The eetive ross setion
1
for the prodution of the
 (4S) at
p















, but during year 2004 { thanks to higher beam urrents, improved beam orbits






, thus produing B
meson pairs at a rate of about 10 Hz, whih translates to about 100 million BB pairs
in one year of ontinuous running, and providing an ideal laboratory for the study of B
mesons.
The ross setions of the main physis proesses in PEP-II are listed in Table 2.1 [14℄.













(l = e; ; ) events. To study the bakground events due to
these proesses, part of the data is olleted at a CM energy 40 MeV below the  (4S)
peak, where BB prodution is not allowed. This data sample orresponds to about 1=10
of the sample taken at the  (4S) peak.
2.1.1 PEP-II layout
In PEP-II, the eletron beam of 9:0 GeV ollides head-on with the positron beam of
3:1 GeV resulting in a boost to the  (4S) resonane of   0:56 in the laboratory
frame. This boost makes it possible to reonstrut the deay verties of the two B mesons
and to determine their relative deay times, sine the average separation between the two
1
This eetive ross setion is lower (about one third) than the peak ross setion (3.6 nb) due to the





























Figure 2.1: The rst four S-wave  resonanes shown with the hadroni ross setion
versus enter-of-mass energy=
2
in the  mass region. The  (4S) is the third radial
exitation of the ground state. Its larger width orresponds to the fat that the  (4S) is









Event Cross setion (nb)

























is referred to the volume of the BABAR eletromagneti alorimeter, whih is
used to trigger these events.
B verties is   250m. One an therefore measure the time dependent deay rates
and CP -asymmetries.
The unequal beam energies require a two rings onguration, as shown in Figure 2.2.
The parameters of PEP-II rings are summarized in Table 2.2. Eletrons and positrons
are aelerated from the 3 km long SLAC lina and aumulated into two 2.2 km long
storage rings, alled HER (high-energy ring) and LER (low-energy ring) respetively. A
fration of eletrons instead of being delivered to the HER is further aelerated to an
energy of 30 GeV and sent to a target where positrons are produed. In proximity of the
interation region the beams are foused by a series of oset quadrupoles (Q1, Q2, Q4,
Q5 in Figure 2.5) and bent by means of a pair of samarium-obalt dipole magnets (B1),
whih allow the bunhes to ollide head-on. The tapered B1 dipoles, loated at  21 m
42
Parameters Units Design June 2004
Energy (E) HER/LER GeV 9:0=3:1 9:0=3:1

























Table 2.2: PEP-II beam parameters; both design values and values ahieved in olliding
beam operation during year 2004 are given. HER and LER refer to the high energy e
 








refer to the horizontal, vertial, and






Figure 2.2: PEP-II overview.
on eah side of the interation point (IP), and the Q1 quadrupoles operate inside the eld
of the BABAR superonduting solenoid, while Q2, Q4, and Q5, are loated outside or in
the fringe eld of the solenoid.
The interation region is enlosed in a water-ooled beam pipe onsisting of two thin
layers of beryllium (0.83 mm and 0.53 mm) with a 1.48-mm water hannel in between.
To attenuate synhrotron radiation, the inner surfae of the pipe is gold-plated (approxi-
mately 4 m). The total thikness of the entral beam pipe setion at normal inidene
43
orresponds to 1.06 % of a radiation length. The beam pipe, the permanent magnets and
the Silion Vertex Traker (SVT) are assembled and aligned and then enlosed in a 4.4-m
long support tube. This rigid struture is inserted into the BABAR detetor, spanning the
IP.
2.1.2 PEP-II performanes
Collisions in PEP-II started at the end of 1999, and sine then BABAR has reorded 21
million  (4S) deays in RUN1 (Ot 1999 - Ot 2000), 66 million in RUN2 (Feb 2001 - Jun
2002), 34 million in RUN3 (De 2002 - Jun 2003) and 110 million in RUN4 (Sep 2003 -
Jul 2004), for a total of 231 million BB pairs. The orresponding integrated luminosity is
about 211 fb
 1
, while the luminosity integrated o-peak in the rst four runs is 21 fb
 1
.



















































































































PEP-II Delivered  253.55/fb
BABAR Recorded  244.06/fb
BABAR off-peak  22.68/fb
Figure 2.3: PEP-II delivered and BABAR-reorded integrated luminosity in RUN1 to
RUN4 (from otober 1999 to July 2004).
As shown in Table 2.2 [49, 50℄, PEP-II has already surpassed its design performanes,
both in terms of the instantaneous luminosity (by a fator 3) and the monthly integrated
luminosity (by a fator 5), with fewer bunhes than antiipated. Future upgrades that







and will eventually allow the experiment to ollet about 1 billion BB pairs
44
by 2008. With this huge dataset the desired sensitivity for many exiting measurements
of CP -violating and rare B deays will be reahed. The progresses in the instantaneous
luminosity are mainly due to the inrease of the beam urrents and improved fousing and
beam orbits. A signiant improvement to the integrated luminosity has been ahieved
between Deember 2003 and Marh 2004 with the implementation of a novel mode of
operation of PEP-II, alled \trikle injetion", whih inreases the prodution of BB
pairs by up to 50 perent (Figure 2.4). Until the end of 2003, PEP-II typially operated
in a series of 40 minute lls during whih the olliding beams oasted: at the end of eah
ll, it took about three to ve minutes to replenish the beams for the next ll, and during
this period the BABAR data aquisition system had to be turned o for safety and dead-
time reasons. With the new tehnique, the BABAR detetor an keep taking data virtually
uninterrupted while the lina ontinuously injets eletron and positron bunhes (at a rate
up to 10 Hz) into the two PEP-II storage rings to replae those that are lost in ollisions
in the BABAR interation region. After more than a year of testing, trikle injetion was
introdued rst in the low energy ring in Deember 2003, bringing the B Fatory a 30%
inrease in output. In Marh 2004 also trikle injetion for the high energy ring has been
implemented, thus providing an additional 15% inrease. The advantages of this novel
mode of operation go beyond just the inrease in luminosity: ontinuous injetion makes
the storage of partiles more stable, so that PEP-II rings are easier to operate and beam
losses are far less frequent than with the previous operational mode. This result is very
important sine, after a loss of the stored beams, it takes approximately 15 minutes to
rell the two beams.
Figure 2.4: Comparison of the best 8-hour periods of data taking for three dierent mode
of operation of PEP-II: no trikle injetion (top), trikle injetion of the low energy ring
only (middle), and trikle injetion of both beams (bottom).
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2.2 Overview of the BABAR detetor
To ahieve the goal of performing aurate CP violation measurements there are many
requirements:
 a large and uniform aeptane, in partiular down to small polar angles relative to
the boost diretion, to avoid partile losses;
 exellent detetion eÆieny for harged partiles down to 60MeV= and for photons
down to 25MeV;
 high momentum resolution to separate small signals from bakground;
 exellent energy and angular resolution for the detetion of photons from 
0
and
radiative B deays in the range from 25MeV to 4GeV;
 very good vertex resolution, both transverse and parallel to the beam;
 identiation of eletrons and muons over a range of momentum, primarily for the
detetion of semi-leptoni deays used to tag the B avor and for the study of
semi-leptoni and rare deays;
 identiation of hadrons over a wide range of momentum for B avor tagging as













as well as in harm meson and  deays;
 a highly eÆient, seletive trigger system with redundany so as to avoid signiant
signal losses and systemati unertainties.
The BABAR detetor (Figure 2.5), designed and fabriated by a ollaboration of 600 physi-
ists of 75 institutions from 9 ountries, meets all these requirements, as will be shown in
the next setions of this hapter.
An overview of the polar angle () overage, the segmentation and performane of
the BABAR detetor systems is summarized in Table 2.3. The BABAR superonduting
solenoid, whih produes a 1.5 T axial magneti eld, ontains a set of nested detetors,
whih are { going from inside to outside { a ve layers Silion Vertex Traker (SVT), a
entral Drift Chamber (DCH) for harged partiles detetion and momentum measure-
ment, a fused-silia Cherenkov radiation detetor (DIRC) for partile identiation, and
a CsI(Tl) rystal eletromagneti alorimeter for detetion of photons and eletrons. The
alorimeter has a barrel and an endap whih extends it asymmetrially into the for-
ward diretion (e
 
beam diretion), where many of the ollision produts emerge. All
the detetors loated inside the magnet have full aeptane in azimuth (). The ux
return outside the ryostat is omposed of 18 layers of steel, whih inrease in thikness
outwards, and are instrumented (IFR) with 19 layers of planar resistive plate hambers
(RPCs) or limited streamer tubes (LSTs) in the barrel and 18 in the end-aps. The IFR
allows the separation of muons and harged hadrons, and also detet penetrating neutral
hadrons. As indiated in Figure 2.5, the right-handed oordinate system is anhored to
the main traking system, the drift hamber, with the z-axis oiniding with its prinipal
axis. This axis is oset relative to the beam axis by about 20 mrad in the horizontal
plane. The positive y-axis points upward and the positive x-axis points away from the
enter of the PEP-II storage rings.
Sine the average momentum of harged partiles produed in B meson deay is below
1GeV=, the errors on the measured trak parameters are dominated by multiple Coulomb
sattering, rather than the intrinsi spatial resolution of the detetors. Similarly, the
detetion eÆieny and energy resolution of low energy photons are severely impated by
material in front of the alorimeter. Thus, speial are has been given to keep the material
46
Table 2.3: Overview of the overage, segmentation, and performane of the BABAR de-
tetor systems. The notation (C), (F), and (B) refers to the entral barrel, forward and
bakward omponents of the system, respetively. Performane numbers are quoted for
1GeV= partiles, exept where noted.


































































14.5K 18 28-38 mm
in the ative volume of the detetor to a minimum. Figure 2.6 shows the distribution of
material in the various detetor systems in units of radiation lengths. Speially, eah
urve indiates the material a partile traverses before it reahes the rst ative element



































































Figure 2.5: BABAR detetor front view (top) and side view (bottom).
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Figure 2.6: Amount of material (in units of radiation lengths) whih a high energy partile,
originating from the enter of the oordinate system at a polar angle , traverses before
it reahes the rst ative element of a spei detetor system.
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2.3 The Silion Vertex Traker
The Silion Vertex Traker (SVT) provides a preise measurement of the deay verties
and of the harged partile trajetories near the interation region. The mean vertex
resolution along the z-axis for a fully reonstruted B deay must be better than 80 m
in order to avoid a signiant impat on the time-dependent CP asymmetry measurement
preision; a 100m resolution in the x   y transverse plane is neessary in reostruting
deays of bottom and harm mesons, as well as  leptons.
The SVT also provides standalone traking for partiles with transverse momentum
too low to reah the outer traker, like soft pions from D

deays and many harged
partiles produed in multi-body B meson deays. The hoie of a vertex traker made
of ve layers of double-sided silion strip sensors allows a omplete trak reonstrution
even in the absene of the drift hamber information.
Finally, the SVT supplies partile identiation (PID) information both for low and
high momentum traks. For low momentum traks the SVT dE=dx measurement is
the only PID information available, for high momentum traks the SVT provides the
best measurement of the trak angles, required to ahieve the design resolution on the
Cherenkov angle measured by the DIRC.
2.3.1 Detetor layout
The Silion Vertex Traker is omposed of ve layers of 300 m thik, double-sided
mirostrip detetors [51℄. The total ative silion area is 0.96 m
2
and the material traversed
by partiles at normal inidene is 4% X
0
. The geometrial aeptane is 90% of the solid
angle in the .m. system.
The silion detetors and the assoiated readout eletronis are assembled into me-
hanial units alled modules. The inner three layers are barrel-shaped and are omposed
by six modules eah. They are plaed next to the interation region, at radii 3.3, 4.0 and
5.9 m from the beam axis (Figures 2.7 and 2.8), and provide an aurate measurement
of the trak impat parameters along z and in the x   y plane. The outer two layers,
omposed by 16 and 18 modules (Figure 2.8), have a peuliar arh struture to redue
the inident angles of partiles going in the forward and bakward diretion; their barrel
parts are plaed at radii between 12.7 and 14.6 m from the beam axis. They permit an
aurate polar angle measurement and, along with the inner three layers, enable stand-
alone traking for partiles with low transverse momentum p
T
. Full azimuthal overage
is obtained by partially overlapping adjaent modules, either by tilting them in  by 5
Æ
(inner layers) or by staggering them (outer layers); this overlap is also advantageous for







Eah silion detetor onsists of a high-resistivity n
 
bulk on whih are implanted
p
+
strips on one side and orthogonally-oriented n
+
strips on the other side. The strips
are AC-oupled to the eletronis via integrated deoupling apaitor. The detetors are
operated in reverse mode at full depletion, with bias voltage V
bias
typially 10 V higher
than the depletion voltage V
depl
(whih lies in the range 25 V { 35 V). The strips are
biased through polysilion resistors (4-20 M
) and the detetor ative area is surrounded
by an implanted guard ring that ollets the edge urrents and shapes the eletri eld in
the ative region. The n
+
strips insulation is provided by surrounding eah n
+
strip with
a p implant alled p-stop, so as to ahieve an inter-strip resistane greater than 100 M

at the operating bias voltage. The strip readout pith varies with the layer (1::5) and the














Figure 2.7: Shemati view of the SVT: longitudinal setion.








Figure 2.8: Shemati view of SVT: transverse setion.
2.3.2 Detetor performane
B deay vertex resolution
Figure 2.9 [52℄ shows the estimated error in the measurement of the dierene along the z-
axis between the verties of two neutral B mesons, one of them being fully reonstruted
and the other one only partially for avor-tagging purposes. The RMS width of the
distribution, equal to 190m, meets the design expetation. It is dominated by the
reonstrution of the tagging B vertex, the RMS vertex resolution for fully reonstruted
B mesons being only 70 m.
Traking eÆieny and trak parameter resolution
A omparison of the deteted slow pion spetrum with the Monte Carlo predition is
presented in Figure 2.10 [48℄. Based on this very good agreement the detetion eÆieny is
estimated to be 20% for partiles with transverse momenta of 50 MeV=, rapidly inreasing
to over 80% at 70 MeV=.














Figure 2.9: Distribution of the error on the dierene z between two neutral B meson





























Figure 2.10: Monte Carlo studies of low momentum traks in the SVT: (a) omparison













; tan) at the trak's point of losest approah (POCA) to the z axis, and




are the distanes from the origin to this POCA in
the transverse (x; y) plane and along the z axis respetively. 
0
is the angle between the
transverse omponent of the trak tangent vetor at this POCA and the x axis.  is the
angle between the transverse plane and the trak tangent vetor at this POCA (the so
alled "dip" angle). ! is the urvature of the trak. The harge of the trak is inorpo-
rated in the signing onvention for ! while the sign of d
0
is determined from the angular






and tan resolutions are dominated
by the resolution of the SVT, while ! (and therefore p
T
) resolution is dominated by the





events, and is further investigated oine, after the data is fully reon-
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and tan resolutions determined from osmi ray muons with transverse
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resolutions as a funtion of p
T
as determined from




resolutions so measured are about 25 and 40
m respetively at p
T
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Figure 2.11: Distributions of the dierenes between the tted trak parameters of the
two halves of osmi ray muons, with transverse momenta above 3 GeV=.














Figure 2.12: Impat parameter resolution of traks reonstruted in multi-hadron events
in the xy plane and along z for traks in multi-hadron events as a funtion of transverse
momentum.
dE=dx resolution
Limited partile ID information for low momentum partiles that do not reah the drift
hamber and the Cherenkov detetor is provided by the SVT through the measurement
of the spei ionization loss, dE=dx, as derived from the total harge deposited in eah
53
silion layer. It is omputed as a trunated mean from the lowest 60% of the individual
dE=dx measurements for traks with at least 4 assoiated SVT hits. The resulting SVT
dE=dx distribution as a funtion of momentum is shown in Figure 2.13 [53℄. The su-
perimposed Bethe-Bloh urves for the individual partile speies have been determined
using various partile ontrol samples. The resolution ahieved to date is typially about
14% for minimum ionizing partiles, and a 2 separation between kaons and pions an be
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Figure 2.13: Energy loss per unit length (dE=dx) as measured in the SVT as a funtion
of momentum. The enhanement of protons is due to beam-gas interations. The vertial
sale is arbitrary.
2.4 The Drift Chamber
The Drift Chamber (DCH) is the main traking devie for harged partiles with trans-
verse momenta p
T
above  120MeV=, providing the measurement of p
T
from the urva-
ture of the partile's trajetory inside the 1.5 T solenoidal magneti eld.
The DCH also allows the reonstrution of seondary verties loated outside the







deays. For this purpose, the
hamber is able to measure not only the transverse oordinate, but also the longitudinal (z)
position of traks with good ( 1mm) resolution. Good z resolution also aids in mathing
DCH and SVT traks, and in projeting traks to the DIRC and the alorimeter.
For low momentum partiles the DCH provides partile identiation by measurement
of ionization loss (dE=dx), thus allowing for K= separation up to  700MeV=. This
apability is omplementary to that of the DIRC in the barrel region, while it is the only
mean to disriminate between dierent partile hypotheses in the extreme bakward and
forward diretions whih fall outside of the geometri aeptane of the DIRC.
Finally, the DCH provides real-time information to the harged partile trigger.
2.4.1 Detetor layout
The nal design adopted for the Drift Chamber, illustrated in Figure 2.14, onsists of a
280 m-long ylinder loated within the volume inside the DIRC and outside the PEP-II
support tube [54℄. The inner radius is 23.6 m and the outer radius is 80.9 m. To
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take into aount PEP's asymmetri boost, the enter of the hamber is displaed in the
forward diretion with respet to the IP by 36.7 m, thus inreasing the aeptane for
























Figure 2.14: BABAR Drift Chamber side view. Lengths are in mm, angles in degrees.
The drift system onsists of 7104 hexagonal ells, approximately 1.8 m wide by 1.2
m high, arranged in 40 onentri layers providing up to 40 spatial and ionization loss
measurements for harged partiles with p
T
greater than 180 MeV=. The main properties
of the gas system are listed in Table 2.4. In order to redue the impat of multiple
sattering on p
T
resolution, material within the hamber volume has been minimised
(0.2% X
0
) using low-mass aluminum eld-wires and a helium-based gas mixture. The
inner wall has been kept thin (0.28% X
0
) to improve the ontribution of the high-preision
measurement in the outer layer of the SVT to the p
T
resolution, and minimize bakgrounds
due to photon onversions in the hamber wall. Material in the outer wall has also been
minimised (0.6% X
0
) so as not to degrade the DIRC and the EMC performanes.
Table 2.4: Properties of helium-isobutane gas mixture at atmospheri pressure and 20
Æ
C
(in BABAR the gas is operated at a small over pressure of 4 mbar). The drift veloity is
given for operation without magneti eld, while the Lorentz angle is stated for a 1.5 T
magneti eld. The anode-athode operating potential dierene is 1960 V.
Parameter Values






Primary Ions (m.i.p.) 21.2/m
Drift Veloity 22 m/ns






Traking eÆieny and resolution
The drift hamber reonstrution eÆieny has been measured on data in seleted samples
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Figure 2.15: Trak reonstrution eÆieny in the drift hamber at operating voltages of
1900 V and 1960 V, as a funtion of transverse momentum (a) and polar angle (b).
in the SVT and the DCH. The absolute drift hamber traking eÆieny is determined as
the fration of all traks deteted in the SVT whih are also reonstruted by the DCH
when they fall within its aeptane. Its dependeny on the transverse momentum and
polar angle is shown in Figure 2.15 [48℄. At the design voltage of 1960V the reonstrution
eÆieny of the drift hamber averages 98  1% for traks above 200 MeV= and polar
angle  > 500 mrad (29
Æ




resolution, diretly related to the urvature (!) resolution, is measured as a
funtion of p
T
in osmi ray studies (see Figure 2.16 [55℄). The data are well represented






= (0:13 0:01)%  p
T
+ (0:45 0:03)% ; (2.1)
where p
T
is measured in GeV=. The rst ontribution, dominating at high p
T
, omes from
the urvature error due to nite spatial measurement resolution; the seond ontribution,
dominating at low momenta, is due to multiple Coulomb sattering.
dE=dx Resolution
The spei ionization loss dE=dx for harged partiles traversing the drift hamber is
derived from the total harge deposited in eah drift ell. It is omputed as a trunated
mean from the lowest 80% of the individual dE=dx measurements; various orretions
are applied to remove several soures of bias (suh, for instane, hanges in gas gain
due to temperature and pressure variations) that would degrade the auray of the
primary ionization measurement. The left plot of Figure 2.17 shows the distribution of
the reonstruted and orreted dE=dx from the drift hamber as a funtion of trak
momenta. The superimposed Bethe-Bloh urves for the individual partile speies have
been determined using various partile ontrol samples. The resolution ahieved to date
is typially about 7:5% (as shown in the right plot of Figure 2.17 for e

from Bhabha
sattering), limited by the number of samplings and Landau utuations. A 3 separation
between kaons and pions an be ahieved up to momenta of about 700 MeV= [55℄.
2.5 The Cherenkov light detetor
The Detetor of Internally Reeted Cherenkov radiation (DIRC) is employed primarily









































Figure 2.17: Left: reonstruted dE=dx as a funtion of trak momenta. Right: dierene
between the measured and expeted dE=dx for e

from Bhabha sattering.
4 GeV=. Exellent K= separation is needed to tag with very low misidentiation
probability the avor of neutral B mesons deaying to nal states ontaining harged
Kaons, where the harge of the Kaon determines the avor of the B. It is also fundamental
in the analysis desribed in this thesis, sine it allows to disriminate between B deay
hannels that are otherwise very similar from a kinematial point of view, like B ! D
0
K




The DIRC is a novel type of ring-imaging Cherenkov detetor, based on the priniple that
the magnitudes of angles are maintained upon reetion from a at surfae [56℄. Figure
2.18 shows a shemati of the DIRC geometry, while Figure 2.19 illustrates the priniples
of light prodution, transport, and imaging.
The radiator material of the DIRC is syntheti fused silia (refration index n = 1:473)
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Figure 2.18: Shematis of the DIRC mehanial support struture.
Mirror
4.9 m



















Figure 2.19: Shematis of the DIRC fused silia radiator bar and imaging region.
in the form of 144 long, thin bars with regular retangular ross setion. The bars,
whih are 17-mm-thik, 35-mm-wide and 4.9-m-long, are arranged in a 12-sided polygonal
barrel, eah side being omposed of 12 adjaent bars. The solid angle subtended by the
radiator bars orresponds to 94% of the azimuth and 83% of the osine of the polar
angle in the enter-of-mass systen. The total thikness of the DIRC material (bars and
support struture) at normal inidene ( = 90
Æ
) is only 8 m, orresponding to 17% X
0
.
Suh a thin Cherenkov detetor allows to have, at the same time, a large inner traking
volume, whih is needed to ahieve the desired momentum resolution, and a ompat
outer eletromagneti alorimeter, with improved angular resolution and limited osts.
The bars serve both as radiators and as light pipes for the portion of the light trapped
in the radiator by total internal reetion (the internal reetion oeÆient of the bar
surfaes is greater than 0.9992 per boune). A harged partile with veloity v > =n,
traversing the fused silia bar, generates a one of Cherenkov photons of half-angle 
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with respet to the partile diretion, where os 

= 1=n;  = v=. For partiles with
  1, some photons will always lie within the total internal reetion limit, and will
be transported to either one or both ends of the bar, depending on the partile inident
angle. To avoid having to instrument both bar ends with photon detetors, a mirror is
plaed at the forward end, perpendiular to the bar axis, to reet inident photons to
the bakward (instrumented) bar end.
One photons arrive at the instrumented end, most of them emerge into an expansion
region lled with 6000 litres of puried water (n = 1:346), alled the stand-o box. A
fused silia wedge at the exit of the bar reets photons at large angles and thereby redues
the size of the required detetion surfae. The photons are deteted by an array of densely
paked photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), eah surrounded by reeting \light ather" ones
to apture light whih would otherwise miss the PMT ative area. The PMTs, arranged in
12 setors of 896 phototubes eah, have a diameter of 29 mm and are plaed at a distane
of about 1.2 m from the bar end. The expeted Cherenkov light pattern at this surfae is
essentially a oni setion, whose one opening-angle is the Cherenkov prodution angle
modied by refration at the exit from the fused silia window.
The time taken for the photon to travel from the point of origin to the PMT is






) with respet to the bar axis.
As the trak position and angles are known from the traking system, these three 
angles an be used to (over-)determine the Cherenkov angle 

. This over-onstraint
on the angles is partiularly useful in suppressing hits from beam-generated bakground
and from other traks in the same event, and also in resolving some ambiguities in the
assoiation between the PMT hits and the trak (for instane, the forward-bakward
ambiguity between photons that have or haven't been reeted by the mirror at the
forward end of the bars). The relevant observable to distinguish between signal and
bakground photons is the dierene between the measured and expeted photon time,
Æt

. It is alulated for eah photon using the trak-time of the PMT and the photon
propagation time within the bar and the water lled stando box. The resolution on
this quantity, as measured in dimuon events (Figure 2.21(b) [48℄), is 1.7 ns, lose to the
intrinsi 1.5 ns transit time spread of the photoeletrons in the PMTs. Applying the
time information substantially improves the orret mathing of photons with traks and
redues the number of aelerator indued bakground hits by approximately a fator 40,
as an be seen in Figure 2.20 [57℄.
2.5.2 Detetor performane























is the single photon Cherenkov angle resolution and N

is the number of
photons deteted.
The single photon Cherenkov angle resolution has been measured in dimuon events to
be 10.2 mrad (Figure 2.21(a) [48℄). The main ontributions to it ome from the geometry
of the detetor (the size of the bars, the diameter of the PMTs and the distane between
the bars and the PMTs give a 7 mrad ontribution) and from the spread of the photon
prodution angle, dominated by a 5.4 mrad hromati term.
Figure 2.22 shows the number of photons deteted as a funtion of the polar angle. It
inreases from a minimum of about 20 at the enter of the barrel (  90
Æ
) to well over
50 in the forward and bakward diretions, orresponding to the fat that the pathlength
in the radiator is longer for traks emitted at large dip angles (therefore the number of
Cherenkov photons produed in the bars is greater) and the fration of photons trapped
by total internal reetion rises. This feature is very useful in the BABAR environment,
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event reonstruted in BABAR with two
dierent time uts. On the left, all DIRC PMTs that were hit within the 300 ns trigger
window are shown. On the right, only those PMTs that were hit within 8 ns of the
expeted Cherenkov photon arrival time are displayed.


































Figure 2.21: Dierene between (a) the measured and the expeted Cherenkov angle for
single photons and (b) the measured and expeted photon arrival time, as measured in
muons produed in dimuon events.
where - due to the boost of the enter-of-mass - partiles are emitted preferentially in
the forward diretion. The bump at os  = 0 is a result of the fat that for traks at
small angles internal reetion of the Cherenkov photons ours in both the forward and
bakward diretion. The small derease of the number of photons from the bakward
diretion to the forward one is a onsequene of the photon absorption along the bar
before reahing the stand-o box in the bakward end.
The ombination of the single photon Cherenkov angle resolution, the distribution of
the number of deteted photons versus polar angle and the polar angle distribution of
harged traks yields a typial trak Cherenkov angle resolution whih is about 2.5 mrad
for muons in di-muon events. A similar average resolution is found for harged kaons and
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Figure 2.22: Number of deteted photoeletrons versus trak polar angle for reonstruted
di-muon events in data and simulation.
D

deay. From the measured single trak resolution vs: momentum and the dierene
between the expeted Cherenkov angles of harged pions (

C













, an be inferred. As shown in
Figure 2.23, the separation between kaons and pions at 3 GeV= is about 4.3 .
Momentum (GeV/c)




































! K deays reonstruted in data. The urves show the ex-
peted angle 
C
as a funtion of laboratory momentum, for the K and  mass hypothesis.
(b) The average dierene between the expeted value of 
C
for kaons and pions, divided
by the unertainty, as a funtion of momentum.
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2.6 The Eletromagneti Calorimeter
The BABAR eletromagneti alorimeter (EMC) is designed to detet and measure eletro-
magneti showers with high eÆieny and very good energy and angular resolution over
an energy range between 20 MeV (low-energy photons from 
0
mesons originating in B
deays) and 9 GeV (eletrons from Bhabha sattering). It is also the primary sub-detetor
providing eletron-hadron separation.
Energy deposit lusters in the EMC with lateral shape onsistent with the expeted
pattern from an eletromagneti shower are identied as photons when they are not
assoiated to any harged traks extrapolated from the SVT and the drift hamber, and
as eletrons if they are mathed to a harged trak and the ratio between the energy E
measured in the EMC and the momentum p measured by the traking system is E=p  1.









) poses the most stringent design requirements on energy resolution of order
1% while exellent photon eÆieny at low energy ( 20 MeV) is required for eÆient
reonstrution of B meson deays ontaining multiple 
0
and . Similar preision is
required for eÆient separation of eletrons and hadrons with purities required at the
0.1% level for momentum as low as 500 MeV=. The 
0
mass resolution is dominated by
the energy resolution at low energies (below 2 GeV) and by the angular resolution at high
energies (above 2 GeV). The angular resolution is required to be a few milliradians in







 6:5 MeV) at all energies. The need for high
eÆieny requires hermeti overage of the aeptane region while exellent resolution is
ahieved by minimising the material in front of and between the ative detetor elements.
2.6.1 Detetor layout
The BABAR eletromagneti alorimeter (Figure 2.24) is a total-absorption alorimeter
omposed of 6580 CsI rystals doped with thallium iodide at about 1000 ppm [58℄. The
main properties of CsI(Tl) are summarized in Table 2.5: the high light yield and small
Moliere radius give the exellent energy and angular resolution required, while the short
radiation length guarantees omplete shower ontainment at BABAR energies with a rela-
tively ompat design. Furthermore, the high light yield and peak of the emission spe-
trum permit an eÆient use of a silion photodiode readout.
Eah rystal is a trunated trapezoidal pyramid, with thikness between 29.6 m (16
X
0
) and 32.4 m (17.5 X
0
) and typial front fae area 55 m
2
. The rystals are arranged
quasi-projetively in a barrel struture of 48  rows by 120 rystals in azimuth (), with
an inner radius of 90 m. The forward end is losed by a separable end-ap apable
of holding nine additional rows. This geometry provides full azimuthal overage, while






. To minimize the material in front
of the alorimeter, the support struture of the rystals (whih is made in arbon ber)
and the front-end eletronis are loated at the outer radius of the EMC. To reover the
small fration of light that is not internally reeted by the rystal surfae, eah rystal
is wrapped with a diuse reetive material (TYVEK). The sintillation light generated
inside eah rystal is deteted by two independent 2  1 m
2
silion PIN photodiodes
epoxied to its rear fae.
2.6.2 Detetor performane
Energy resolution
The limiting energy resolution of a homogeneous alorimeter is determined by utuations
in the eletromagneti shower propagation and in the ase of the BABAR rystal detetor
is empirially desribed as the quadrati sum of a stohasti term 
1

















Figure 2.24: The rystal geometry of the Eletromagneti Calorimeter.
Parameter Value
Radiation Length 1.86 m
Moliere Radius 3.8 m
Density 4.53 g= m
3
Light Yield 50000 =MeV
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Figure 2.25: Left: the energy resolution for the eletromagneti alorimeter measured
using photon and eletron andidates. The solid urve is a t to equation 2.3 and the
shaded area denotes the one sigma error on the t.
Right: the angular resolution for the eletromagneti alorimeter measured using photon
andidates originating in 
0























, whih is dominant at low energies, arises primarily from
utuations in photon statistis, but depends also on eletroni noise in the readout hain
and on the presene of beam-generated bakground. The onstant term 
2
, dominant at
higher energies, arises from several eets of whih the main are utuations in shower
ontainment due to leakage out the rear of the rystal or absorption in the material
between and in front of the rystals, and unertainties in the alibrations.
In BABAR the energy resolution as a funtion of energy is measured on data on seleted
ontrol samples, inluding eletrons and positrons from Bhabha sattering (energies be-
tween 3 and 9 GeV), photons from 
0
and  deays (energies below 2 GeV) and from the
deay 
1
! J=  (E  500 MeV). At low energies the resolution is determined through




) of 6.13 MeV photons. A
t to the resolution dependene on the energy with the empirial parameterization of









 (1:85 0:12)%; (2.4)
The stohasti term is dominant for energies below about 2.5 GeV; above 2.5 GeV the
onstant term starts to be the limiting fator for the energy resolution.
Angular resolution
The angular resolution is determined by the transverse rystal size and the distane from
the interation point, and improves as the transverse size of the rystal dereases. On the
other hand, sine the eletromagneti shower has a natural lateral spread of the order of
the Moliere radius, the energy resolution would degrade if the transverse rystal size were
hosen signiantly smaller than the Moliere radius, due to summing of the eletroni
noise from several rystals. The best ompromise is obtained by hoosing the transverse
size of the rystals to be omparable to the Moliere radius: this hoie allows to ahieve
the required angular resolution
2
at low energies while maintaining the total number of
rystals and readout hannels limited to an aeptable noise and ost level.
Figure 2.25(b) [58℄ shows the angular resolution measured as a funtion of energy. The
deays of 
0
and  andidates in whih the two photons in the deay have approximately
equal energy are used to infer angular resolution. It varies between about 12 milliradians at



















are taken from hadroni B meson deays. The invariant mass is stable to less than 1 %
over the full photon energy range. The width of 6.9 MeV=
2
ompares to a Monte Carlo
estimate of 6.8 MeV=
2
in hadroni B meson events.
Eletron-Hadron separation
Eletron-hadron separation is aomplished by use of the shower energy, lateral shower
shape and inident trak parameters. The omparison of shower energy and inident
momentum (E=p) is the most signiant separation variable. Figure 2.27 [48℄ shows the
























Figure 2.26: The 
0
mass peak reonstruted from photon andidates in hadroni events.
The photon andidates are required to have an energy of at least 30 MeV and the energy
of the 
0
must be greater than 300 MeV to redue ombinatori bakgrounds. The solid
line is a t to the data.
seletion algorithm. The eÆieny of eletron identiation is measured using eletrons




events. The pion misidentiation probability is
measured in three-prong  deays. For momenta above 1 GeV= the eletron identiation
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Figure 2.27: The eletron eÆieny and pion mis-identiation rate for dierent momenta
(left) and polar angles (right).
2.7 The Instrumented Flux Return




and neutrons). The prinipal requirements for IFR are large solid angle
overage, good eÆieny and high bakground rejetion for muons down to momenta
65
below 1 GeV=. For neutral hadrons, high eÆieny and good angular resolution are
most important.
2.7.1 Detetor layout
The IFR uses the steel ux return of the magnet as muon lter and hadron absorber. Sin-
gle gap resistive plate hambers (RPC) with two-oordinate readout, operated in limited
streamer mode onstitute the ative part of the detetor [59℄. The RPC are installed in
the gaps of the nely segmented steel of the six barrel setors and the two end-doors of
the ux return, as illustrated in Figure 2.28. The steel segmentation has been optimised
on the basis of Monte Carlo studies of muon penetration and harged and neutral hadron
interations. The steel is segmented into 18 plates, inreasing in thikness from 2 m of
the inner 9 plates to 10 m of outermost plates for a total 65 m. In addition, two layers
of ylindrial RPCs are installed between the EMC and the magnet ryostat to detet















Figure 2.28: Overview of the IFR Barrel setors and forward and bakward end-doors;
the shape of the RPC modules and the way they are stratied is shown.
Soon after the installation (whih took plae in Summer 1999), the eÆieny of a
signiant fration of the hambers (initially greater then 90%) has started to deteriorate
at a rate of 0.5-1%/month. In order to solve some of the ineÆieny problems an extensive
improvement program has been developed and is making relevant advanes. The RPCs
in the forward end-ap region have been replaed in Summer 2002 with new ones based
on the same base onept but with improved fabriation tehnique and quality ontrols:
their eÆieny has not signiantly dereased over 2 years of running. The RPCs in
the barrel region are being replaed with limited streamer tube (LST) detetors: two of
the six sextants of the barrel have been replaed in Summer 2004 while the remaining
four sextants should be replaed next year. Extensive quality ontrol studies have been
performed to hek the reliability of these detetors, whih are expeted to operate until
the end of the experiment with  90% eÆieny, as measured in osmi ray runs.
2.7.2 Detetor performane
Muon Identiation
Charged partiles that are reonstruted in the traking systems and meet the riteria
for minimum ionising partiles in the EMC (i.e. traks not depositing large amounts of
66
energy) are potential muon andidates. Their trajetories are extrapolated to the IFR
taking into aount the non-uniform magneti eld, multiple sattering and the average
energy loss. The projeted intersetions with the RPC or LST planes are omputed and
for eah readout plane all lusters (groups of adjaent hits in one of the two readout
oordinates) deteted within a maximum distane from the predited intersetion are
assoiated with the trak. For eah luster in the IFR assoiated with a harged trak a
number of variables are ombined in a global likelihood funtion to disriminate muons
from harged hadrons:
 the total number of interation lengths traversed from the IP to the last RPC or
LST layer with an assoiated luster
 the dierene between this measured number of interation lengths and the number
of interation lengths predited for a muon of the same momentum and angle
 the average number and the r.m.s. of the distribution of RPC or LST hits per layer
 the 
2
for the geometri math between the projeted trak and the entroids of
lusters in dierent RPC or LST layers
The performane of muon seletion has been tested on samples of muons from ee and







deays. The seletion of
these ontrol samples is based on kinemati variables, and not on variables used for muon
seletion. The muon identiation eÆieny and the pion misidentiation probability as
a funtion of the trak momentum and polar angle are ompared in Figure 2.29 for a loose
seletion riteria applied to the global likelihood: above 1 GeV= the muon eÆieny is
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Figure 2.29: The muon eÆieny and pion mis-identiation rate for dierent momenta








and other neutral hadrons interat in the steel of the IFR and an be identied
as lusters that are not assoiated with a harged trak. Sine neutral hadrons an
interat also in the eletromagneti alorimeter, information from the EMC and the IFR
is ombined: neutral showers in the EMC are assoiated with the neutral hadrons deteted
in the IFR if their prodution angles, taken from the rst interation point in the detetor,























from the missing momentum alulated from the partiles that are reonstruted in the






reonstrution eÆieny inreases roughly linearly with
momentum between 20% at 1 GeV= and 40% at 4 GeV= (EMC and IFR ombined),
and the angular resolution is of the order of 50 mrad.
2.8 The BABAR Trigger
The BABAR trigger is designed to selet a large variety of physis proesses rejeting
bakground events and keeping the total event rate under 280 Hz so as not to overload
the downstream proessing. The trigger must selet the physis events of interest with
very high and/or well understood eÆieny, depending on the partiular mode. EÆieny,
diagnosti and bakground studies require the trigger to be able to selet presaled samples
of Bhabha, di-muon and osmi events. This kind of studies also demand random beam
rossings and events that fail the trigger seletion riteria.
The trigger system operates as a sequene of two independent stages, the seond
onditional upon the rst. The Level 1 (L1) hardware trigger is performed rst at the
mahine rossing rate. Its goal is to suÆiently redue that rate to a level aeptable
for the Level 3 (L3)
3
software trigger whih runs on a farm of ommerial proessors.
The L1 trigger is optimised for simpliity and speed. It onsists of a pipelined hardware
proessor. It is designed to provide an output trigger rate of the order of 2 kHz or less.
The L1 trigger seletion is based on a redued data set from the DCH, EMC and IFR. Its
maximum L1 response lateny for a given ollision is 12 s. Based on both the omplete
event and L1 trigger information, the L3 software algorithms selet events of interest
allowing them to be transferred to mass storage for further analysis. Dediated L1 trigger
proessors reeive data whih is ontinuously loked in from the DCH, EMC and IFR
detetor subsystems. The L1 trigger proessor produes a 30 MHz loked output to
the Fast Control and Timing System (FCTS) that an optionally mask or presale input
triggers. The arrival of a L1-Aept signal by the data aquisition system auses a window
of eah subsystem's L1 lateny buer to be read out.
The Level 3 trigger is implemented as a software that makes use of the omplete event
information for taking its deision, inluding the output of the L1 trigger proessors and
of the FCTS. The seletion deision is primarily taken by two set of orthogonal lters, one
exlusively based on the DCH information, the other based on the EMC data only. The





or two low p
T
traks, originating from the interation point. The EMC lters look for
events haraterized by an eetive mass greater than 1.5 GeV. The eetive mass is
alulated from the luster energy sums and the energy weighted entroid positions of all
lusters in the event in the massless partiles hypothesis. The events must also ontain
at least two lusters with .m. energy greater than 350 MeV or at least four lusters.
Table 2.6 shows the L3 and L1+L3 trigger eÆieny for some relevant physis proesses,
derived from Monte Carlo simulation.
2.9 Conlusion
The BABAR detetor, at the PEP-II B-Fatory, is optimized for the study of B physis,
with a large B meson sample (the number of BB pairs, 232 10
6
, is expeted to inrease
up to > 10
9
in year 2008) and exellent vertex resolution, trak and photon reonstrution
3
An intermediate Level 2 software trigger was originally foreseen in the very early step of BABAR


















1 trak lter 89.9 69.9 86.5 89.2 88.2 94.1
2 trak lter 98.9 84.1 94.5 96.1 93.2 87.6
Combined DCH lters 99.4 89.1 96.6 97.1 95.4 95.5
2 luster lter 25.8 91.2 14.5 39.2 48.7 34.3
4 luster lter 93.5 95.2 62.3 87.4 85.5 37.8
Combined EMC lters 93.5 95.7 62.3 87.4 85.6 46.3
Combined DCH+EMC lters >99.9 99.3 98.1 99.0 97.6 97.3
Combined L1+L3 >99.9 99.1 97.8 98.9 95.8 92.0
Table 2.6: L3 trigger eÆieny (%) for various physis proesses, derived from Monte
Carlo simulation.
eÆieny and harged partile identiation. In partiular, the large data sample, high
reonstrution eÆieny of harged and neutral partiles produed in B and D deays and
pion/kaon separation greater than 3 over the momentum range 1:5   3:5 GeV= allow
to measure the rare B ! D
0
K deays where the D
0
deays to a Cabibbo-suppressed CP












As stated in the Introdution to this manusript, the goal of the analysis presented here
is the reonstrution of the Cabibbo-suppressed B ! D
0
K deay and of the Cabibbo-
allowed B ! D
0
 deay, with the D
0
deaying to CP -even, CP -odd and non-CP avor
eigenstates. The purpose is the measurement of the diret CP asymmetries A
CP
and
the harge-averaged branhing fration ratios R

dened in Equations (1) and (2). The
analysis is performed in two logial steps:
 the reonstrution of the B ! D
0
K and B ! D
0
 andidates (whih will sometimes
generially referred to as B ! D
0
h, h = ; K) from the harged and neutral
partiles in the nal state deteted by BABAR, and the appliation of seletion
riteria to remove or redue the largest soures of bakground. These riteria are
of dierent types: kinematial, topologial, partile-identiation, best andidate
seletion algorithms for events with multiple andidates, and so on.
 the extration of the signal yields from the seleted data sample by means of an
unbinned maximum likelihood t to two variables (E and 
C
, dened later) whose
probability density funtions (PDFs) are dierent between B ! D
0




From the nal yields and the seletion eÆienies the branhing fration ratios and CP
asymmetries are determined.
In this Chapter we desribe the rst step, that is the riteria used to reonstrut
the B ! D
0









! qq (q = u; d; s; ) events. The seond step, the extration of the





, is disussed in next Chapter. The outline of the urrent Chapter is the following:
 in Setion 3.1 we desribe theD
0
deay modes that have been studied in this analysis
and report the most updated measurements of their branhing frations.
 in Setion 3.2 we summarize the amount of data and simulated events that have
been used for the measurements presented in this thesis.
 in Setion 3.3 we desribe the seletion of photons and harged pions and kaons that
are produed in the nal states of the B ! D
0
h deay hain.






, , !, D
0




 in Setion 3.5 we desribe B reonstrution and seletion riteria.
 in Setion 3.6 we show how bakground events due to random ombinations of




! qq ollisions an be further suppressed by making use
of some shape variables that exploit the dierent topologies, in the enter-of-mass








!  (4S)! BB proesses.
 in Setion 3.7 a riterion to remove multiple seleted andidates in the same event
is studied and applied.
 in Setion 3.8 the omplete summary of the seletion riteria, with the nal seletion
eÆieny for signal events, is provided.
The seletion riteria have been optimized on simulated events, after saling the lumi-
nosity of the generated samples to that of the data olleted at the  (4S), by maximizing
{ separately for eah D
0





where S is the expeted number of signal B ! D
0
K events in the nal sample, and
B is the expeted number of bakground events in the nal sample whih populate the
same (E; 
C
) region as the signal. This orresponds to minimizing the nal statistial
unertainties on the B ! D
0





the unbinned maximum likelihood t desribed in the following Chapter. The reliability
of the simulation in estimating bakground level and signal and bakground eÆienies
of the seletion riteria has been heked by omparing data and simulated events after
vetoing the B ! D
0
K signal, as disussed in Setion 3.9.
3.1 D
0




In this study we have hosen to reonstrut the D
0
deay modes that are expeted to
be easier to identify, thanks to higher eÆienies or lower bakgrounds, and have larger
branhing frations (inluding seondary branhing frations of short-lived unstable par-
tiles produed in the D
0
deay). Based on these onsiderations, we have deided to
reonstrut the D
0


























. Examples of D
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, , ! that have
been reonstruted in this analysis are listed in Table 3.1 The branhing frations for the
D
0
deay modes that have been onsidered are listed in Table 3.2.



















































deay mode Primary branhing fration (10
 3































! 11:5 2:0 7:15  1:40
Table 3.2: Branhing frations of the D
0
(CP)
deays that have been studied in this anal-
ysis [16℄. In the third olumn the D
0
branhing frations have been multiplied by the





,  and ! deays that are reonstruted in this analysis
(see Table 3.1).









































) = (4:08 0:27) 10
 4
. The branhing
frations for the B ! D
0
CP





















os : the urrent measurements of r
B
and  [2, 3, 7, 8℄
favour R
CP
 0:85   1:15, depending on the value of Æ
B
. Taking into aount these
numbers and the branhing frations listed in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, the total branhing
frations for the B ! D
0
(CP )





: they are listed in Table 3.3, and should be ompared with the
total number of B

deays olleted so far (232 10
6






























































































 (29:2  5:8) 10
 7







,  and ! branhing frations)
for the B ! D
0





expeted to lie approximately in the range 0.85-1.15.
3.2 Data and Monte Carlo sample
The analysis has been performed on the whole data sample olleted by BABAR in the
years 1999-2004, orresponding to (231:82:6)10
6
BB pairs. The integrated luminosity
of the data samples used to perform the analysis, the data taking periods and the number
of olleted BB pairs are summarized in Table 3.4, where we report both data olleted at
the  (4S) peak (on-resonane data,
p









To study the properties of bakground and signal events before looking at data, large
samples of simulated (Monte Carlo) events have been analyzed, thus performing a so-alled
\blind" analysis, a tehnique largely in use in BABAR whih allows to avoid introduing
73





RUN1 on-resonane Ot. 1999 - Ot. 2000 19.5 21:2 0:2
RUN1 o-resonane 2.3
RUN2 on-resonane Feb. 2001 - Jun. 2002 60.3 66:4 0:7
RUN2 o-resonane 6.9
RUN3 on-resonane Nov. 2002 - Jul. 2003 31.1 34:1 0:4
RUN3 o-resonane 2.4
RUN4 on-resonane Sep. 2003 - Jul. 2004 99.8 110:1  1:2
RUN4 o-resonane 9.9
RUN1-4 on-resonane Ot. 1999 - Jul. 2004 210.5 231:8  2:6
RUN1-4 o-resonane 21.6
Table 3.4: Data sample used for the analysis. The eetive BB ross setion is 1.1 nb.
The method used to evaluate the number of olleted BB meson pairs is desribed in [61℄.
experimenter's (subonsious) artiial biases in the measurement [60℄. Seletion riteria
have been therefore optimized on Monte Carlo, and the reliability of the simulation has
been heked by omparing its preditions with real data after expliitly vetoing, in the
latter, signal B ! D
0
h events. For the simulation of the physis of BB pair prodution
and B deays the EvtGen pakage [62℄, designed by the CLEO and BABAR Collabora-
tions, has been used. The branhing frations used in the simulation are taken from





! qq ollisions and quark fragmentation in general have been simulated
with the JetSet generator [63℄. The GEANT [64℄ software has been used to simulate
interations of partiles traversing the BABAR detetor, taking properly into aount the
varying aelerator and detetor onditions.








!  (4S)! BB Monte Carlo samples
used to haraterize bakground events, and the equivalent integrated luminosity. In the
latter, signal events (B ! D
0
K and B ! D
0
 deays with D
0
deaying to the relevant
nal states) have been removed. Table 3.6 lists the exlusive Monte Carlo events that
were generated and reonstruted in order to study the properties of the signal (about
54,000 signal events, 250 events/ fb
 1
, for eah D
0





mesons are generated, one deaying to D
0
h, and the other one deaying
generially aording to its known or estimated branhing fration ratios.







































Table 3.5: Generi Monte Carlo sample used for the analysis.
3.3 Reonstrution of harged and neutral partiles in
the nal state
In this Setion we desribe how we selet harged and neutral partiles that are produed
in the nal state of the B ! D
0
h deay hain and are deteted in the BABAR traking









mode B ! D
0
K B ! D
0

Events Lumi ( fb
 1






























































53960  16614 53960  1361
Table 3.6: Exlusive Monte Carlo samples used for the analysis
distributions in the laboratory frame as predited by simulation.
3.3.1 Charged traks seletion
Charged partile traks are reonstruted from the spatial hits in the SVT and the DCH:
an iterative tting algorithm based on the Kalman lter tehnique [65℄ performs pattern
reognition and determines for eah trak the 5 parameters dened in Setion 2.3.2. The
full map of the magneti eld, the detailed distribution of the material in the detetor
and the expeted energy loss of the partile as it traverses the detetor are taken into
aount. Trak parameter resolutions and reonstrution eÆieny are shown in Se-
tion 2.3.2 and 2.4.2.
In this analyisis all the harged traks are required to be reonstruted in the duial
volume of the traking systems (0:41 < 
lab
< 2:41). The geometrial aeptane is
85% in the CM frame, and the traking eÆieny is about 97% for momenta greater
than 200 MeV=. With the exeption of the pions from K
0
S
deays, whih are typially



















), all other harged partiles produed in the B ! D
0
h deay hains are
generated from very short-lived partiles (B, D
0
, , !) whih travel at most few hundred
mirons from the IP: we therefore apply to their traks the requirements jd
0
j < 1:5 m,
jz
0
j < 10 m.
3.3.2 Charged partile identiation
The harged partile identiation system (PID) plays a ruial role in reduing the





,  and ! reonstrution, and in disriminating
{ together with the invariant mass of the D
0





















. It is also used, as will be desribed in next
Chapter, to separate B ! D
0
K and B ! D
0
 andidates.
=K=p separation is ahieved by means of the spei ionization loss dE=dx measured





of Cherenkov photons reonstruted in the Detetor of Internally Reeted
Cherenkov light. The three sub-detetors are to a large extent omplementary, in the
sense that they exhibit their maximum =K=p disriminating power at dierent partile
momentum ranges. The partile ID information from eah of the three subdetetors is
used to alulate a likelihood, for a given partile hypothesis. A subsystem provides
partile information for a harged trak if a number of minimal requirements are satised.
The global likelihood for a given partile hypothesis is thus given by the produt of the
likelihoods of the subsystems that pass the requirements for that trak. The requirements


















































































Figure 3.1: Momentum distribution of harged and neutral pions and harged kaons
produed in the B ! D
0
K deay hain. [Simulated B ! D
0
K events℄
The SVT and DCH likelihoods [66℄ are gaussian probability density funtions (PDFs)
whose mean and width are given by the expeted entral value and the estimated res-
olution of the trunated dE=dx mean. Both these parameters depend on the partile
momentum. The DIRC likelihood [66℄ is expressed as the produt of a Gaussian PDF
assoiated to the measured Cherenkov angle 
C
and a Poissonian PDF for the number
N

of deteted Cherenkov photons. The mean and width of the Gaussian 
C
PDFs
are given by the expeted Cherenkov angle and the orresponding resolution, the mean
of the Poissonian N

PDF is the expeted number of photons: all these parameters
76
p [GeV/c]



























































































































































































































 < 146.10θ ≤25.78 
+pi
-pi
Figure 3.2: EÆieny of the four kaon and pion seletors used in this analysis: from top
to bottom, KaonLHNotAPion (rst row), KaonLHVeryLoose (seond row), PionLHVery-
Loose (third row), PionLHLoose (last row). The eÆienies of the kaon seletors are
measured on a ontrol sample of kinematially seleted kaons, the eÆienies of the pion
seletors are measured on a ontrol sample of kinematially seleted pions.
depend on the partile momentum and polar angle. The parameters entering the like-
lihood funtions are determined on pure ontrol samples of pions, kaons (typially from
77
p [GeV/c]

























































































































































































































 < 146.10θ ≤25.78 
+K
-K
Figure 3.3: Mis-identiation rate of the four kaon and pion seletors used in this analy-
sis: from top to bottom, KaonLHNotAPion (rst row), KaonLHVeryLoose (seond row),
PionLHVeryLoose (third row), PionLHLoose (last row). The mis-identiation rates of











) and protons seleted with kinematial requirements that do not
make use of the PID information. Additional information from the EMC, as desribed
in Setion 2.6.2, or from the IFR, as desribed in Setion 2.7.2, is used to ompute the
78
detetor measured quantities momentum range requirements
SVT dE=dx 0:025 < p < 0:7 GeV/ > 3 dE=dx samplings
p > 1:5 GeV/
DCH dE=dx 0:090 < p < 0:7 GeV/ > 10 dE=dx samplings
p > 1:5 GeV/
DIRC N





Table 3.7: Momentum domains and requirements that a harged trak must satisfy in
order that a subsystem provide partile information.
global likelihood for eletrons and muons respetively.
In BABAR several \PID seletors" are dened, whih { by applying requirements on
likelihood ratios { allow to selet harged partiles with known eÆieny " and mis-
identiation rate r. Several seletion riteria are provided, whih are haraterized
by dierent ombinations of ("; r) (in general, the lower r, the lower "). We make
use of two kaon seletors, alled KaonLHNotAPion and KaonLHV eryLoose, and two
pion seletors, alled PionLHV eryLoose and PionLHLoose. These seletors are op-
timized for high eÆieny: the PionLHLoose and KaonLHV eryLoose, ompared to
the PionLHV eryLoose and KaonLHNotAPion, adopt more stringent riteria and have
lower mis-identiation rates, at the prie of slightly lower eÆienies. The riteria used
by these seletors are summarized in Table 3.8, where the likelihoods for the pion, kaon






, respetively. The eÆieny of









































Table 3.8: Criteria applied for the identiation of harged kaon and pions by four \se-
letors" provided in the BABAR analysis framework.
these seletors as a funtion of laboratory momentum p of the harged trak is shown in
Figure 3.2, while their mis-identiation rate as a funtion of p is shown in Figure 3.3 [67℄.
3.3.3 Photon seletion
Photon andidates are reonstruted in the eletromagneti alorimeter as reported in
Setion 2.6. In this analysis photons are required to have energy greater than 30 MeV
and a lateral shower shape onsistent with the expeted pattern of energy deposit from an
eletromagneti shower (LAT< 0:8).
2
The geometrial aeptane of the eletromagneti
alorimeter is 90% in the enter-of-mass frame, and the photon reonstrution eÆieny
of these seletion riteria is above 96% for momenta greater than 600 MeV=, and falls to
88-91% at lower momenta, as shown in Figure 3.4 [69℄.
2
































> : : : > E
n
(3.2)
where the sum extends over all rystals in a shower, r
0
= 5 m is the average distane between two
rystals frontfaes, and r
i
is the distane between rystal i and the shower enter (alulated as the
enter of gravity with linear energy-weighting of every rystal).
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Figure 3.4: EÆieny, as a funtion of laboratory momentum, of the photon seletion
desribed in the text, as measured in a pure ontrol sample of photons from 
0
!
deays isolated in !(!
0
) deays. Blue dots orrespond to the eÆieny measured
in real data, red dots represent the expeted eÆieny from simulation.
3.4 \Composite" andidates reonstrution
In this Setion we desribe how very short-lived partiles (
0






mesons (whih do not interat with the traking systems, but deay before
reahing the outer alorimeters), produed in the B ! D
0
h deay hain, are identied by
means of their harged and neutral deay produts, seleted with the riteria dened in the
previous subsetions. Bakground from random ombinations of harged traks or photons
in the event is typially suppressed by seleting only the ombinations whih emerge from
a ommon spae-point (deay vertex) and whose invariant mass is suÆiently lose to the
known mean mass of the partile. Additional information suh as, for instane, angular







andidates are reonstruted in the deay mode , from photon pairs with total energy
greater than 200 MeV and invariant mass m

0
(omputed assuming that the photons


















mass resolution, as shown in Figure 3.5(a).














reonstrution, are kinematially t [72℄ with their invariant mass onstrained
to the nominal 
0
mass [16℄: the 
0
RMS momentum resolution is thus improved from












, from pairs of oppositely-








{ omputed by assigning the pion mass to
both traks { must be within a 7:8 MeV=
2





















as shown in Figure 3.5(b). The eÆieny of this ut is 94% due to the presene of
80
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 0.000090± =  0.132948 µ



















































 0.000031±µ =  0.498124 






















Figure 3.5: Invariant mass distribution of orretly-identied 
0






















distribution of true K
0
S
andidates. The two pions are
onstrained to originate from the same point. We require that this point be signiantly
displaed, along the diretion of the total momentum of the two pions, from the D
0
deay
vertex, by retaining only andidates for whih the ratio between the separation d
xy
of the









than 2, and the angle between the ight diretion of the K
0
S
and the total momentum of
the two pions in the transverse plane is lower than 90
Æ




andidates in whih at least one of the two harged traks does not









, from pairs of oppositely harged
traks with invariant mass m






around the mean value hm

i. The two kaons are required to pass
the KaonLHNotAPion PID seletor and are onstrained to originate from the same point.
The m





that are orretly reonstruted an be pa-
rameterized by means of a Breit-Wigner PDF, with mean hm

i = 1019:42 0:03 MeV=
2




, onvolved with a Gaussian reso-
lution funtion with width 
m

= 1:07 0:06 MeV=
2





ij < 12 MeV=
2
has therefore an eÆieny around 93% for true  andidates. A








 analysis in signal and bakground simulated events is shown in the right plot
of Figure 3.6.
Angular momentum onservation in the deay of a pseudosalarD
0
meson to the vetor
 and a pseudosalar K
0
S
requires that the  be produed with heliity 0. The subsequent
deay of the  into two kaons then yields a distribution of the osine of the  deay angle

hel
() (the angle of the kaon in the  rest frame with respet to the diretion of the 
in the D
0




() behaviour. In bakground
events the os 
hel
() distribution is at for fake  andidates reonstruted from random





- due to partial polarization - for true  andidates. The os 
hel
() distribution for signal
3
The  width is  































 0.000033± =  1.019415 µ





























Figure 3.6: Left: invariant mass (m












 simulated events. Right: m

distributions of  an-







 analysis in signal (B ! D
0
K) and
bakground (qq and BB) simulated events.
and bakground events (normalized to the same integral) is shown in Figure 3.7. We
))φ(helθcos(






































 analysis, in signal B ! D
0
K, qq and BB simulated events.








())j > 0:4; (3.3)
thus rejeting 40% of fake  andidates, while retaining about 94% of the true  andidates















from ombinations of two
oppositely-harged traks and a neutral 
0
with invariant mass m
!
{ omputed by as-




The ! width is  
!





i. The two harged pions are required to pass the PionLHVeryLoose PID
seletor and are onstrained to have a ommon vertex.
A omparison of the ! invariant mass in signal and bakground events on Monte Carlo
is shown in Figure 3.8. Them
!






deays an be desribed as
the onvolution of a Breit-Wigner, with mean hm
!
i = 781:40:2 MeV=
2
and width (xed








= 6:9  0:2 MeV=
2




ij < 18 MeV=
2
has therefore an eÆieny around 87% for true ! andidates.
)2) (GeV/cωm(
























 0.00020± =  0.78137 µ


































Figure 3.8: Left: invariant mass (m
!













! simulated events. Right: m
!
distributions of !







! analysis in signal (B ! D
0
K)







deay the three daughter pions are produed, in the ! rest frame,
in a plane. The normal heliity angle 
N
is the angle between the normal to this plane
and the diretion of the ! in the D
0












distribution, while for unpolarized





distribution is roughly at (see Figure 3.9). Another angular vari-
able whih haraterizes the three-pion system is the Dalitz angle 

between the ight
diretion of one of the three pions in the ! rest frame and the ight diretion of one of







dently of the ! polarization) os 





, while fake ! andidates
reonstruted from random ombinations of two traks and a 
0
exhibit an almost at
os 























































,  and ! mesons are seleted aording to the riteria de-
sribed in the previous setions, and every two-body ombination of these whih is onsis-
tent with one of the sixD
0
deay modes under study, with total enter-of-mass momentum
83
pipiθcos



















































Figure 3.9: Distribution of the Dalitz angle os 

(left olumn) and of the normal heliity
angle os 
N












! analysis. The top plots orrespond to orretly identied !
andidates: in bakground events os 
N




the ! is only partially polarized. The bottom plots orrespond to fake ! andidates
p












i, is onsidered aD
0





































, dened as the angle between the diretion of one D
0
daughter in the D
0
rest frame
and the diretion of the D
0
in the B rest frame, is expeted from angular momentum













!qq events where a fake D
0
is piked from a random ombinations of





















!) whih are aeted


















, determined from Gaus-
sian ts to the invariant mass distributions of true reonstruted D
0
andidates in simu-
lated B ! D
0
K events are summarized in Table 3.9. A omparison of the D
0
invariant
mass in signal and bakground events on Monte Carlo is shown in Figure 3.11.





is xed to the nominal
D
0
mass [16℄, the D
0














































































! 1864:2  0:2 9:2 0:2
Table 3.9: D
0
invariant mass mean value hm
D
0





















(from 31 to 20 MeV=) deay






! modes (from 22 to 19 MeV= and from
24 to 20 MeV= respetively).
3.5 B reonstrution
B mesons are reonstruted by ombining aD
0
andidate with a harged trak (\bahelor"







ase, the prompt trak and the D
0
are onstrained to have a ommon vertex. The prompt partile is required to be deteted
by the DIRC with at least 5 Cherenkov photons (N

 5), and its measured Cherenkov
angle 
C
must be within 4 

C







(K)) hypotheses, where 

C
is the Cherenkov angle resolution. Information from the
EletroMagneti Calorimeter and from the Instrumented Flux Return is used to rejet
traks that are identied as eletrons and muons, with very low pion mis-identiation




, respetively [70, 71, 67℄.




ollider at the  (4S) resonane
is the kinemati onstraint provided by the initial state. The energy of eah B meson in









onstraint is exploited by introduing two almost unorrelated kinematial variables [73℄,
85
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Figure 3.11: Invariant mass distribution of D
0
andidates reonstruted in signal (B !
D
0
K) and bakground (qq and BB) simulated events, in eah of the six deay D
0
modes
under study. The distributions are normalized to the same area.






























The physial quantities p
i
(i = 0; B) and E
0
in (3.5) are measured in the laboratory














reonstruted CM beam energy. For orretly reonstruted B deays m
ES
peaks at the
B mass, as shown in Figure 3.12(a), while E peaks at zero, as shown in Figure 3.12(b):
their orrelation is   8%, as shown in Figure 3.13.
)2 (GeV/cESm




























(left) and E (right) distributions of B andidates reonstruted, in














) and bakground (qq and
BB) simulated events. The distributions are normalized to the same area.
)2 (GeV/cESm




















Figure 3.13: 2-dimensional fm
ES
;Eg distribution of orretly identied B mesons re-











depends on the B momentum in the laboratory frame but not on
its energy, and is therefore independent of the mass hypothesis of the prompt partile, as
shown in Figure 3.14(a). On the other hand, E depends on the B energy and thus on the
mass assignment of the prompt trak h, as shown in Figure 3.14(b). When not expliitly
stated, we reonstrut the E variable by assigning the kaon mass to the bahelor trak,
otherwise the mass hypothesis of the prompt trak will be expliitly indiated by writing
E
h
, where h =  or K. The dependene of E on the mass of the prompt partile will
be used in the unbinned maximum likelihood t of Chapter 4 as a means to separate
87
)2 (GeV/cESm









-K+ K→ 0D (a)
 (GeV)KE∆










-K+ K→ 0D (b)
Figure 3.14: m
ES
(left) and E (right) distributions of orretly identied B ! D
0
K
and B ! D
0

























, is determined by the B meson true energy spread, whih




 2:6 MeV [48℄, and by the B






































is dominated by the beam energy u-
tuations: the m
ES
distribution of orretly reonstruted B ! D
0
K deays is there-
fore independent of the D
0
deay mode, as observed in simulated signal events. The
m
ES








) deays is shown in












































, sine for a small fration
(1   f
1
 4%) of the andidates the B energy is slightly underestimated due to photon








. We selet B andidates with m
ES








, where { sine the m
ES
distribution for signal events is the


















andidates. In o-resonane data, whih are olleted at a enter-of-mass
energy 40 MeV below the  (4S) peak, the m
ES
distribution is shifted { with respet to
that of qq events in on-resonane data { by -20 MeV: for this reason, the o-resonane
sample is seleted by requiring jm
ES






The r.m.s. spread of the E distribution in B ! D
0
K deays depends on the B








































is almost independent on the D
0
hannel, and the nal






andidates is almost the same
88
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 0.000035 GeV/c± =  5.279362 1µ
2
 0.00077 GeV/c± =  5.27536 2µ
2
 0.000027 GeV/c± =  0.002508 1σ
2
 0.00026 GeV/c± =  0.00415 2σ






































1200  0.00014± =  0.00005 1µ
 0.0032± = -0.01842 2µ
 0.00012± =  0.01661 1σ
 0.0032± =  0.0585 2σ
































in every hannel, 
E
 17 MeV (Figure 3.15(b)). Like the m
ES
one, also the E
distribution of true B ! D
0









































into aount the small fration 1  f
1
of B andidates whose energy is slightly underesti-











deays the assignment of the kaon mass to the prompt pion





























 1:144 and p is the bahelor
trak momentum in the lab frame. As the momenta of the reonstruted prompt traks












)  21 MeV (3.12)
This is shown in Figure 3.14, where the E
K
distributions of orretly identied B !
D
0
 and B ! D
0
K andidates in simulated B ! D
0
h events are overlaid, and in
Figure 3.16.
Sine E is used as a disriminating variable in the nal t, only a loose ut is applied
to it: B andidates with E in the range [ 160; 230℄ MeV are seleted. The asymmetry




















































































 0.00017± =  0.04969 1µ
 0.0064± =  0.0180 2µ
 0.00015± =  0.02094 1σ
 0.0061± =  0.0750 2σ




























The distribution has been parameterized (solid line) with the sum of two Gaussian fun-




= (20:9 0:2) MeV.
3.5.1 Additional seletion riteria












, a signiant ontribution to the BB bakground


































(1430) or nearby resonanes), where the prompt pion is inorretly identied as a
D
0





is inorretly identied as a B
daughter. We remove this bakground ontributions by requiring that the invariant mass
of the system given by the prompt trak and the pion from D
0
with opposite harge be
greater than 1.9 GeV=
2
.
3.6 Continuum bakground suppression through event-
shape variables





















; :::) as desribed in previous Setions, surviving bakground andidates




!qq (q = u; d; s; ) events, in whih random ombinations





! (4S)!BB events. In this setion we desribe how qq bakground
is further (partially) suppressed: its nal separation from the signal is done in the nal
t, desribed in Chapter 4, together with the BB bakground measurement.
We redue fake B andidates from qq events by making use of some event shape




!qq and BB events in the enter-
of-mass frame, the  (4S) rest frame. The two B mesons produed in  (4S)!BB deays
are in fat almost at rest in the enter-of-mass frame, there is no diretion preferred
by their deay produts and the BB events are thus spherial. On the other hand, the




!qq are produed with a signiant momentum and their deay
produts are ontained in two more or less ollimated bak-to-bak jets.
All the shape variables that we have investigated are dened in terms of quantities
(momenta and angles) measured in the enter-of-mass (CM) frame. Two reurring on-
epts in their denitions are those of:
 rest-of-event (ROE), i.e. the set of all deteted traks and photons in the event that
90
have not been used to reonstrut the B ! D
0
h andidate.
 thrust axis (
^
T ) and thrust (T ) [74℄. The thrust axis is the diretion
^
T , in the CM






















is the enter-of-mass momentum of the i-th (harged or neutral) partile. The
thrust an be omputed by summing over all traks and photons in the event (T ), or
onsidering only objets belonging to the B deay tree (T
B
) or to the ROE (T
ROE
).
The event-shape variables that we have onsidered are:
 The Legendre monomials, a set of momentum-weighted sums of the traks and



















is the CM angle between p

i




of the B andidate. We have




pair, sine many analyses in BABAR have shown that
adding other L
j
(j 6= 0; 2) to the set of disriminating variables does not improve
its signal/bakground separating power.












, omputed using traks
and photons in the rest-of-event. H
ROE
l


























are the Legendre polynomials, 
ij










is the total visible energy of the event. For jet-like ontinuum events jxj =
j os 
ij
j is peaked at zero, while for spherial BB events j os 
ij











is shifted towards one in qq events
and towards zero in BB events.
Other shape variables have been investigated but have not been used sine they do not
provide signiant signal/bakground disrimination.
Additional signal/ontinuum bakground separation an be gained using quantities
that are known from angular momentum onservation to have dierent distributions in




; z^)j is the osine of the angle of the B andidate momentum with respet











; z^)j is the osine of the angle of the B andidate thrust axis with respet
to the z axis. Modulo aeptane eets, signal events have an almost uniform
distribution
6



























































































































and qq events and for events seleted in o-resonane






analysis, are shown in Figure 3.17.
To take into aount the orrelations between the event shape variables and ahieve
a better signal/ontinuum bakground separation we have ombined them into a linear
6
The distribution is not perfetly at, within the statistial utuations, beause of the small { but
not zero { B momentum in the  (4S) frame.
92
ombination (Fisher disriminant [77℄). The oeÆients of the Fisher disriminant have
been optimised for maximum statistial separation following a standard proedure [78℄
using MC samples of true signal events and qq events. Replaing qq simulated events with
o-resonane data has yielded optimized oeÆients that are onsistent with those found









where ; (signal) and ; (qq bakground) are the mean and witdh of the Fisher dis-
riminant distributions for the signal and the ontinuum bakground, and depend on the
shape variables inluded in the linear ombination and on their oeÆients.
We have onsidered, for all the six deay modes under investigation, seven dierent













































































We have studied on Monte Carlo the simultaneous eÆieny for signal and for ontin-
uum bakground of dierent seletion riteria for all the Fisher disriminants that have
been desribed. The signal eÆieny versus ontinuum bakground eÆieny, not very
dierent among the seven ombinations under study, is shown in Figure 3.18.
K0 D→eff. B 



















Figure 3.18: Signal eÆieny versus ontinuum bakground eÆieny for dierent seletion
riteria and dierent ombinations of the disriminating shape variables. [Simulated B !
D
0
K and qq events℄
The ombination that gives the best disriminating power and is dened with the
minimum number of variables is F  F
6
, whose distribution in signal and qq bakground
events is reported in Figure 3.19 for the six D
0
deay hannels. In all the six deay modes,
93
the F distribution of orretly identied B ! D
0
K andidates peaks at (signal)   0:41
and has a width (signal)  0:43, while the F -distribution in qq events peaks at (qq) 
0:38 and has a width (qq)  0:48: the separation is about 1.23 in all the six ases. We
have required F < 0:28 for events in whih the D
0








modes, and F < 0:0 for events in whih the D
0
is reonstruted in the remaining four
deay modes, where the level of ontinuum bakground is higher. The signal seletion
eÆieny is 93% in the rst ase and 82% in the seond ase; the qq bakground rejetion
rates are 58% and 79% for F < 0:28 and F < 0:0, respetively.
F




































































Figure 3.19: Distribution of the Fisher disriminant adopted to redue the ontinuum






and qq events and in o-resonane data.
94
3.7 Arbitration of multiple andidates
When reonstruting B andidates, it an sometimes happen that more than one om-
bination satises the seletion riteria in the same event. The rate at whih this ours
depends on the reonstruted deay mode and on the seletion uts. It is very small when
the D
0




























! is reonstruted, beause the probability to selet a fake
andidate (due espeially to misreonstruted ! or 
0
andidates) is higher.
We dene the multipliity as the ratio of the total number of seleted andidates to
the number of events in whih at least one andidate is found. Figure 3.20 displays
the distribution of B ! D
0
h andidates per event, seleted in data with the standard
seletion summarized in Tables 3.11, 3.12,3.13. The resulting multipliity is reported on













# candidates per event













<# cands/# evts> = 1.002
# candidates per event













<# cands/# evts> = 1.003
# candidates per event













<# cands/# evts> = 1.005
# candidates per event
















<# cands/# evts> = 1.041
# candidates per event













<# cands/# evts> = 1.004
# candidates per event
















<# cands/# evts> = 1.079
Figure 3.20: Distribution of the number of seleted B andidates per event, before the
appliation of the arbitration algorithm. The multipliity values are shown. The B













In order to selet only one andidate per event it is neessary to dene a riterion
that permits to identify, as far as possible, the ombination with the larger probability
to be a true signal B ! D
0
h deay. The D
0
invariant mass and the energy-substituted
mass are hosen as disriminating quantities in all the hannels. For the D
0
!CP -odd
hannels we also inlude, in the set of the disriminating variables, the invariant masses
of the andidate , ! and 
0
. In events with multipliity greater than one, the andidate
with the minimum value of 
2















































































































































































































The eet of the riterion has been fully investigated on simulated B ! D
0
h deays.
Table 3.10 lists, for all the six D
0
deay modes under study, the average multipliity m in
bakground events, the fration f of signal events in whih, after all the other seletion
riteria have been applied, more than one andidate is found, and the right hoie rate
r. The latter is dened as the number of events, with multipliity greater than one,
in whih the true B andidate has been hosen by the arbitration algorithm, divided
by the total number of events, with multipliity greater than one, in whih the true B
andidate is present. In other words, the right hoie rate is a measure of how many
times, in events with multiple andidates, the arbitration algorithm selets { if present
{ the orret B ! D
0
h andidate. In the end, in the seleted samples, the fration of

























! mode. The fration of signal andidates that are removed by the arbitration,



























deay Multipliity in Fration of B ! D
0
h events right hoie





























! 1.079 8.7% 81  2
Table 3.10: Average multipliity m in simulated bakground events, fration f of sim-
ulated signal B ! D
0











ij < 3 





















ij < 2:5 
Table 3.11: B ! D
0
h seletion riteria that are ommon to all the six D
0
deay modes
under investigation. The mean and width of m
D
0
are listed in Table 3.9.
3.8 Summary of the seletion riteria
In this Setion we summarize the B ! D
0
h seletion riteria, desribed in the previous
paragraphs. Criteria that are ommon to all D
0
deay modes are listed in Table 3.11. We
report in Tables 3.12 and 3.13 the seletion riteria that depend on the D
0
deay mode



























































Fisher disriminant < 0:28 < 0:0 < 0:0
D
0





j - - < 0:9
PID 1st D
0
daughter KaonLHVeryLoose KaonLHVeryLoose PionLHLoose
PID 2nd D
0
daughter - KaonLHVeryLoose PionLHLoose











 39:90  0:21 % 31:24  0:20 % 30:62  0:20 %
B ! D
0
K 39:49  0:21 % 30:73  0:20 % 30:27  0:20 %
Table 3.12: Seletion riteria used to selet the andidate samples on whih the unbinned
maximum likelihood t is performed. The mean and width of m
D
0
are listed in Table 3.9.
3.9 Data-MC omparison
We show in Figures 3.21, 3.22, 3.23, 3.24 and 3.25 a omparison between Monte Carlo and
data for the distributions of the most relevant quantities that are used in the seletion
or will be used in the nal t. The distribution of eah variable is plotted after applying
the seletion riteria to all the other quantities. The Monte Carlo sample is saled to
the luminosity of the on-resonane data. At this stage we want to remain blind with






signal, therefore we selet only andidates within a 50 MeV
E

window around zero (with the exeption of Figure 3.21, where we onsider a large
E

region) and apply a tight kaon veto to the prompt trak. The agreement is good:
the overall bakground and signal normalizations are orretly estimated by the Monte












℄)) are easily taken into aount by adjusting the
orresponding riteria when seleting the B ! D
0



















Fisher disriminant < 0:0 < 0:28 < 0:0
D
0




















signed 2D ight-length > 2 > 2 > 2
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 17:75  0:17 % 20:58  0:17 % 6:99  0:11 %
B ! D
0
K 17:08  0:16 % 20:11  0:17 % 6:94  0:11 %
Table 3.13: Seletion riteria used to selet the andidate samples on whih the unbinned
maximum likelihood t is performed. The mean and width of m
D
0
are listed in Table 3.9.
proeed to the signal yield extration with the nal t.
3.10 Expeted signal yields
The B ! D
0
 and B ! D
0
K signal yields expeted, from Monte Carlo simulation,





) = 231:8  10
6
) are given in Table 3.14. The unertainties from the number
of B

(1.1% [61℄, see Table 3.4) and from B, D
0
and seondary branhing frations
(from PDG) are inluded (see Table 3.3). We also take into aount unertainties in
the estimated eÆienies, due to the limited statistis of the Monte Carlo samples and
to possible disrepanies between simulated and real events. Sine absolute eÆienies
are not relevant for the nal measurements presented in this thesis, as we quote only
asymmetries and branhing fration ratios in whih most of the systemati errors on the
eÆienies anel, we do not go into details in the treatment of these unertainties, whih





reonstrution eÆieny and PID
seletion eÆieny unertainties have been evaluated aording to the reipes provided
by BABAR ollaborators who have ompared pure ontrol samples seleted in data and
Monte Carlo [79, 80, 81℄. The unertainty on the eÆieny of the seletion riteria has

























































































































distribution of B ! D
0
h andidates seleted in data and in Monte
Carlo. All the seletion riteria listed in Tables 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13 have been applied. In
addition a tight kaon veto has been applied to the prompt trak h.
99
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distribution of B ! D
0
h andidates seleted in data and in Monte
Carlo. All the seletion riteria listed in Tables 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13 have been applied,
with the exeption of that on m
ES
. In addition a tight kaon veto has been applied to the
prompt trak h, and E

has been required to be in the range [-50,50℄ MeV.
100
)2) (GeV/c0m(D


























































































invariant mass distribution of B ! D
0
h andidates seleted in data
and in Monte Carlo. All the seletion riteria listed in Tables 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13 have
been applied, with the exeption of that on the D
0
mass. In addition a tight kaon veto
has been applied to the prompt trak h, and E

















































andidates seleted in data and in Monte Carlo. All the seletion
riteria listed in Tables 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13 have been applied, with the exeption of those
on the plotted quantities. In addition a tight kaon veto has been applied to the prompt
trak h, and E





































! 47  7 3 9 4 577 24  34 113 51
Table 3.14: B ! D
0
K and B ! D
0
 signal yields expeted from simulation, for eah
of the six D
0
deay modes under study, in a statistis orresponding to that of the on-
resonane data sample. The four unertainties on the yields ome respetively from (1)
statistial utuations, (2) number of B






ratios, (4) unertainties on the seletion eÆieny and, for the B ! D
0







































Traks seletion 2.1% 2.1% 2.1% 2.1% 2.7% 2.7%




reonstrution - - - 3.0% 3.0% 3.0%

0
reonstrution - - - 3.0% - 3.0%
All other seletion riteria 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 5.0% 5.0% 6.0%
MC stat. 0.5% 0.6% 0.7% 0.9% 0.8% 1.6%
Total 5.4% 5.7% 5.8% 7.2% 7.4% 8.7%
Table 3.15: Breakdown of the dierent ontributions to the systemati unertainty on the
absolute B ! D
0














































































































































Figure 3.25: Distributions, for B ! D
0
h andidates seleted in data and in Monte Carlo,
of (from top to bottom, left to right): K
0
S
invariant mass and ight length signiane,
 invariant mass and heliity angle, 
0
invariant mass, ! invariant mass and heliity and
Dalitz angles. All the seletion riteria listed in Tables 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13 have been
applied, with the exeption of those on the plotted quantities. In addition a tight kaon
veto has been applied to the prompt trak h, and E














yields and of the
GLW observables
In this Chapter the B ! D
0
K and B ! D
0
 yields are extrated, performing a maximum
likelihood t to two disriminating variables, the energy dierene E  E
K
of the
B andidate and the Cherenkov angle 
C
of the prompt trak h. Fits are done for




































!) that have been seleted with the riteria desribed in the
previous Chapter. Correting the yields with the dierent B ! D
0
K and B ! D
0








and the double ratios R




















and thus the CP asymmetries A
CP
. To most eetively use all available information,
we hoose to perform an unbinned t, sine this approah is known to yield smaller
statistial unertainties on the t parameters than a orresponding binned t. Moreover,
the hoie of the unbinned t allows us to use probability density funtions whih depend
on parameters that are omputed on a event-by-event basis (for instane the mean of the

C
distribution, whih is the expeted angle and therefore depends on the momentum p
of the prompt trak in the seleted event).
Here is the outline of the Chapter:
 we rst investigate, in Setion 4.1, the omposition of bakground events that pass
our seletion riteria. These events are lassied, aording to their E and 
C
distributions, in dierent bakground ategories.
 in Setion 4.2 we desribe the unbinned maximum likelihood t proedure used to
extrat the signal (B ! D
0
K and B ! D
0
) yields.
 in Setions 4.3 and 4.4 we desribe the parameterization respetively of the 
C
and
E probability density funtions for the two signals and the various bakground
ategories.
 in Setion 4.5 the unbinned maximum likelihood t reliability to return unbiased
estimates of the signal yields is validated by means of extensive Monte Carlo studies.
 in Setion 4.6 we perform the unbinned maximum likelihood t, for the six D
0
deay hannels, on the samples seleted in BABAR simulated events, and ompare
the results with expetations.
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 in Setion 4.7 the yields of the B ! D
0
 and B ! D
0
K signals in the six D
0
deay
hannels, resulting from the maximum likelihood t on data, are quoted.
 in Setion 4.8 we summarize the results of the ts performed, as a ontrol hek, on
bakground samples.
 in Setion 4.9 the main systemati errors are disussed and evaluated.







In order to measure B ! D
0
, B ! D
0
K and bakground yields through a maximum
likelihood t, an aurate knowledge of the bakground soures and how the disriminating
variables are distributed in bakground events is required. To this purpose we have













! BB simulated events (Setion 3.2,
Table 3.5), and in the o-resonane data sample (21.6 fb
 1
, see Setion 3.2, Table 3.4).
After having applied the seletion riteria of the previous Chapter we nd from these
studies that only in 2% or less of the bakground B andidates in the nal sample the
prompt trak is neither a pion nor a kaon. In these rare ases the prompt trak is
typially a mis-identied high-momentum lepton (a muon in 80-90% of the times), whose









from the expeted value in the pion hypothesis, while it diers by more than four 

C
(typially about 6-7 standard deviations) from the expeted value in the kaon hypotesis.
When exploiting the Cherenkov angle measurement, therefore, these bakground events
an be assimilated to those where the prompt trak is a true pion, and we an distinguish,
aording to the nature of the bahelor trak, the following two bakground ategories:
the bakground in whih the bahelor trak is a real kaon, whih will be denoted as
\B ! D
0
K bakground", and the bakground in whih the bahelor trak is not a kaon,
usually a pion (or in a few ases, as stated above, a lepton), whih will be denoted as
\B ! D
0
 bakground". The 
C
probability density funtion (PDF) of the B ! D
0
K
bakground is idential to that of the B ! D
0
K signal, and the 
C
PDF of the B ! D
0

bakground is idential to that of the B ! D
0
 signal: they will be disussed in detail
in Setion 4.3. Separation between the B ! D
0
K signal and the B ! D
0
K bakground
(and, similarly, between the B ! D
0
 signal and the B ! D
0
 bakground) is ahieved
by exploiting, in the t, their dierent E distributions.
The nature of the B ! D
0
 and B ! D
0
K bakgrounds is substantially similar: both
of them are omposed by two main soures, one oming from ontinuum prodution of





! BB ollisions. These two bakground soures are haraterized by quite
dierent E distributions and for this reason they are treated separately. Whenever the
distintion of the nature of the bahelor trak will be neessary, the ontinuum and BB
bakgrounds will be labeled with qq(h) (h = ;K) and BB(h) (h = ;K), respetively.
In BB events there are speial soures of bakground that are partiularly diÆult to deal
with, bakgrounds that are peaking in the E signal region. In the following we shall
refer to this eet as \peaking" BB bakground.
qq and BB (non-peaking) bakgrounds
Figures 4.1(a-f) show the E distribution of the B ! D
0
 bakground, as obtained from
generi Monte Carlo events with the standard seletion riteria and an additional tight
kaon veto applied to the bahelor trak. Figures 4.2(a-f) show the E distribution of
106
the B ! D
0
K distribution, as obtained from generi Monte Carlo events seleted with
the same standard riteria and the additional requirement that the kaon veto fails for the
prompt trak. BB peaking bakgrounds have been removed. In all these gures both the
ontinuum and BB omponents are shown, normalized to the same integrated luminosity
(orresponding to the luminosity of the data sample) in order to ompare their relative





are haraterized by a linear E distribution, sine they are reonstruted from random
ombinations of traks and (true or fake) D
0
andidates: their E PDF parameterization
will be disussed in detail in Setion 4.4.2. The E distribution of the BB bakground,
as an be seen in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, has a more omplex struture, onentrating at
negative E values, and an be understood by looking in detail at the omposition of the























, in whih the 
0
















































These types of BB bakground events are haraterized by the fat that a neutral pion
or a photon is not assigned to the andidate B, therefore the reonstruted B energy is
lower than the true value, and E is shifted towards negative values. Let us onsider,
























= 110MeV= in the  (4S) CM frame. If the 
0
is missed and
the deay is identied as a B ! D
0
K, the energy E

B
of the reonstruted B andidate














  175MeV and its momentum lies in the range
 [230; 350℄MeV= (B mesons have a momentum of about 340MeV= in the  (4S) frame).
Consequently, E is shifted by  175MeV, apart from the reonstrution unertainties,
andm
ES
lies in the range [5:270; 5:285℄GeV=
2
. Only a fration of these bakground events
















): the remaining ones tend to aumulate
near the low E boundary,  160 MeV. The E distribution of the BB() bakground
is similar in shape to the orresponding BB(K) bakground: however, beause of the
dierene between the kaon and pion mass, the distribution is shifted by about 50 MeV
in the positive diretion. This onsideration explains why the BB() bakground is
onentrated around E   0:125 MeV.
The amount of BB bakground with a orretly reonstruted D
0
andidate rapidly
drops down as the E inreases, and it is usually quite small in the B ! D
0
h signal
region. However, in a small fration of BB events bakground B andidates are seleted
from a random ombination of a harged trak and a fake D
0
andidate, reonstruted
with one or more traks or neutral objets not belonging to a real D
0
deay. In this ase
the B andidate an have larger values of E: as for the qq bakground, these events are
spread throughout the whole E region, therefore a fration of them oupies the E
signal region.
As a last omment on Figures 4.1 and 4.2, we an observe that data-MC agreement is
very good, giving us a high ondene in the bakground omprehension.
BB peaking bakgrounds



















signal. This bakground is therefore undistinguishable from the signal, when exploiting
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 (GeV)KE∆





























































































Figure 4.1: E distribution of the B ! D
0
 bakground (solid histograms). Fake B
andidates have been seleted, with the standard riteria of Chapter 3 and an additional
tight kaon veto, in qq and BB bakground events (i.e., B ! D
0
K and B ! D
0
 events
are expliitely vetoed). Overlaid (red dots) is the distribution of B andidates seleted
in data (with the same riteria) outside of the B ! D
0
K and B ! D
0
 signal regions
(E <  80 MeV or E > 130 MeV).
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Figure 4.2: E distribution of the B ! D
0
K bakground. Fake B andidates have been
seleted, with the standard riteria of Chapter 3 and requiring that the prompt trak fails
a tight kaon veto, in qq and BB bakground events (i.e., B ! D
0
K and B ! D
0
 events
are expliitely vetoed). Overlaid (red dots) is the distribution of B andidates seleted
in data (with the same riteria) outside of the B ! D
0
 and B ! D
0
K signal regions
(E <  80 MeV or E > 130 MeV).
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mode the peaking bakground is to-








) < 1:3  10
 6









) = (5:7 0:4) 10
 5
: taking into aount a seletion eÆieny whih is about








deays, the expeted peaking events
are about 2 for h = K and 66 for h = , to be ompared with more than one thousand
B ! D
0
K and more than fteen thousand B ! D
0
 expeted signal events. In the
other D
0













are at the 10
 5
level, and with seletion
eÆienies around 0.5% we annot exlude a priori a relevant peaking bakground ontri-
bution. We estimate this bakground by exploiting the D
0
mass sidebands and ounting
the number of bakground events that survive our seletion (apart from the D
0
mass




) lies outside the D
0
mass signal window.
This number is saled by the ratio of the width of the D
0
signal window and the width
of the D
0
sideband region: these events will be subtrated from the signal inside the t
proedure (Setion 4.2). The ounting is done by performing a t, similar to that used
to extrat the signal yields desribed in next Setions, to the fE; 
C
g distribution of
events in the D
0
mass sidebands. The bakground E PDF is a straight line with oating
slope, beause in the D
0
mass sidebands there is only ombinatorial bakground, as the
BB bakground from B ! D
0
h and B ! D
0




is removed by vetoing the
D
0




h E PDFs and the kaon and pion 
C
PDFs are the
same as the ones used in the nal t and are desribed in Setions 4.4.3 and 4.3.
The sideband region denitions are reported in Table 4.1, together with the number
of events that survive the seletion. The number of peaking events has a ertain relevane








mode, where (64  14)  0:34 = (21  5) events
will be subtrated in the t. The sideband window hoie is determined from three
onsiderations:
 In the pre-seletion of D
0
andidates, only the ones with invariant mass inside the
range [1774:5  1:9145℄ MeV=
2




























mass in the tails of the m(D
0
) distribution, so, the larger the m(D
0
) resolution, the
narrower the available sideband.























, arising from misidentiation of the pion from
D
0
as a kaon. The E distribution of these events is partially peaked in the signal




h bakground, and therefore
we veto the regionm(D
0
) > 1:9145 GeV=
2












deays where the D
0
kaon is misidentied as a pion
are seleted in the lower D
0
mass sideband, around 1.78 GeV=
2
, and therefore we
veto the region m(D
0
) < 1:8145 GeV=
2
.

























) hannels, and is onstituted by B ! D
0
h
deays followed by a D
0
















, without the intermediate prodution of a  or a ! resonane. This
1








bakground is about 75% larger than the one
of the B ! D
0
K signal. This is due to the fat that in the reonstrution of the signal deay hain a mass













system if it originates from a true D
0





) sideband region peaking peaking sale
mode (MeV=
2
















































mass sideband region denitions and number of peaking bakground events.
The expeted yields in the signal D
0
window are obtained by multiplying these yields for




bakground is potentially very dangerous sine the D
0
nal state an have opposite CP




















are CP -even) and therefore dilutes the measured CP asymmetries.















! as ontrol samples, as explained in Setion 4.9.5.
4.2 Fit proedure
The B ! D
0
K, B ! D
0
 and bakground yields in the event sample seleted with the
riteria desribed in the previous Chapter are determined through an unbinned maximum
likelihood t. The likelihood L for the seleted sample is given by the produt of the















































































































































K; :::) represents the probability to hoose a andidate of type
J after the seletion riteria are applied; the term P
J
i
is the probability density funtion




















Here and from now on, unless otherwise stated, BB() and BB(K) are referred to the
non-peaking BB omponent.
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The rst fator in the likelihood denition (equation 4.1) is a poissonian term de-
sribing the probability of observing N events (the number of andidates of the sample
on whih the t is performed) when N
0
is the expeted number. It orretly takes into
aount the statistial utuations in the estimate of the a priori omposition of eah
type of andidate after the seletion riteria are applied. If the poissonian term were not
present, the t would estimate the omposition of that partiular seleted sample, and not
the a priori omposition after the appliation of the seletion riteria. This is reeted
in a dierent estimation of the errors of the parameters N
J
: in fat we must note that
the presene of the poissonian term also onstrains the sum N
0
of the extrated number
of andidates to be equal to N , the total number of seleted andidates. The likelihood
dened in (4.1) is alled an extended maximum likelihood [82℄. The ts are performed
using the MINUIT pakage[83℄.






























xed to the values in the third olumn of Table 4.1, saled by the orresponding value in





separately, to extrat the signal asymmetries, the number of peaking events is xed to
half the values in Table 4.1 (i.e. we assume no harge asymmetry in this bakground and




K deays): the orresponding
systemati unertainty is evaluated in Setion 4.9. All other parameters ontained in all





) are xed: the way they are obtained is desribed in the next two
Setions.















































are the probability density funtions for the Cherenkov angle in the
hypothesis that the prompt trak be either a harged kaon or pion. These probability
density funtions are derived from the value of the Cherenkov angle (
C
) as measured in





















ontrol sample. The orrelation between the harge of the
D
0
daughters and that of the D

is exploited: the (K) trak is always the one with the
same (opposite) harge as the D

. Only the traks from the D
0
deay have been used,
as the soft pion momentum is well below the interesting kinemati range. The ontrol
















daughters) and has a purity around 96%. Only traks that are reonstruted in the
DIRC are used to form the D
0
andidate. The same \quality" uts that have been used
in this analysis to selet the andidate prompt traks are applied to the kaon and pion
andidates in the ontrol sample: the number of observed signal photons in the DIRC
must be greater than 5, in order to derease the number of poor 
C
ts and hene improve
the 
C
resolution, the measured Cherenkov angle must be onsistent within 4 with that
expeted either for a kaon or a pion of same momentum, and traks identied as leptons
by the VeryTight eletron and muon BABAR seletors are rejeted. From the seleted
ontrol sample, the 
C











, in bins of both momentum and os , are omputed. 











 / ndf 2χ  689.8 / 134
p0        33± 1.46e+04 
p1        0.001836± 0.009074 
p2        0.0020± 0.9581 
p3        17.6± 445.1 
p4        0.0196± -0.4065 
p5        0.030± 2.427 
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pions Cherenkov angle pull
Entries  438269
 / ndf 2χ   1665 / 134
p0        65± 1.601e+04 
p1        0.00213± -0.01601 
p2        0.0029± 0.9139 
p3        66.0±  1489 
p4        0.0102± 0.1503 
p5        0.017± 1.728 
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kaons Cherenkov angle pull
Figure 4.3: Final 
C
pull distributions for pions (left) and kaons (right).
the refration index n = 1:473 of the DIRC radiator material and the veloity  =
p=E of the trak, and 

C
is the expeted Cherenkov angle resolution stored in the
BABAR database. The data are binned in 20 os  bins and 20 momentum bins from




mass dierene and D
0
invariant mass distributions are subtrated from the pull
distributions of traks in the signal regions in order to remove ontributions from
bakground traks. The bakground-subtrated pull distribution in eah p   os 
bin is then t to a single Gaussian. The means and widths of these Gaussian ts are
tabulated as orretion parameters (\osets", 

C










linear interpolation between the values found in adjaent bins is used to smooth the
binning eets).





















anymore on momentum and polar angle. The orreted pulls for kaons and pions are
therefore integrated over polar angle and momentum, and t to a double-Gaussian












































The results of these t, whih are shown in Figure 4.3, give us the parameters of
our kaon and pion 
C
pull PDFs, and are summarized in Table 4.2.
The same proedure is performed on ontrol samples derived from Monte Carlo in order




0:0091  0:0018  0:0160  0:0021

1
0:9581  0:0020 0:9139  0:0029

2
 0:407  0:020 0:150  0:010

2
2:427  0:030 1:728  0:017
f
1
0:9704  0:0022 0:9149  0:0037
Table 4.2: Parameters of the double-Gaussian PDFs used to desribe the distributions of
the orreted 
C














4.4 E probability density funtion
4.4.1 Signal E parameterization
The B ! D
0
K signal is parameterized with a single Gaussian, whose mean and sigma are




K). The B ! D
0
 E PDF would be
the same as the B ! D
0
K one if the prompt trak would be assigned the pion mass; sine



















whih depends on the momentum ~p of the prompt trak in
the lab frame. Therefore we parameterize the B ! D
0
 E PDF with a single Gaussian


















K). These are left oating in the
t, and are diretly determined from the same data used to extrat the yields.
We have antiipated in the previous Chapter that the E distribution of seleted
signal B andidates, at the end of the seletion, is distributed aording to a double-
Gaussian funtion. We are allowed to use in the t a single Gaussian, instead of a more





is the fration of events in the main Gaussian. The validity of this assumption
has been heked with detailed Monte Carlo studies, as desribed in Setion 4.5. f
1
values
are in the range 90-96% for B ! D
0
K andidates, as estimated from simulated signal
events: these values are summarized in Tables 4.3 and 4.4.
In Figures 4.4 and 4.5 the E

distribution of the seleted B ! D
0
 Monte Carlo
events and the E
K
distribution of seleted B ! D
0
K Monte Carlo events is shown,



























(%) 94:190:33 95:080:33 94:990:33 92:180:63 94:080:47 87:11:1

1
(MeV)  0:440:13  0:530:14  0:120:14  0:770:22 0:520:18  0:280:37

1
(MeV) 16:940:11 17:150:12 16:960:12 19:150:21 17:580:17 18:620:35

2
(MeV)  32:82:4  34:63:2  38:43:4  26:93:4  33:33:6  25:14:1

2
(MeV) 62:61:7 67:52:4 69:42:5 70:43:0 64:42:5 72:03:6
Table 4.3: Parameters of the double-Gaussian PDF used to t the E

distribution of





























(%) 96:350:24 96:970:25 96:940:24 95:310:43 96:180:36 90:60:9

2
(MeV=)  19:73:5  22:84:3  17:74:5  21:65:1  9:94:1  13:74:8

2
(MeV=) 74:13:3 72:03:9 77:14:4 76:14:9 69:54:0 73:34:7
Table 4.4: Parameters of the double-Gaussian PDF used to t the E
K
distribution of
seleted B ! D
0
K events. The mean and sigma of the ore Gaussian funtion are xed










! qq events have a at E distribution, beause the andidate B is
reonstruted from random ombinations of traks and photons, therefore we parameter-
ize the E PDF of the qq bakground with a rst order polynomial. The B ! D
0
K
ontinuum bakground is expeted to have the same E shape than the B ! D
0
 on-
tinuum bakground, as they dier only in the nature of the bahelor trak. This has been
114
 (GeV)piE∆
























 0.00013 GeV± = -0.000439 1µ
 0.0024 GeV± = -0.03282 2µ
 0.00011 GeV± =  0.01694 1σ
 0.0017 GeV± =  0.0626 2σ
 0.0033± =  0.9419 1f





































 0.00014 GeV± = -0.000533 1µ
 0.0032 GeV± = -0.03459 2µ
 0.00012 GeV± =  0.01715 1σ
 0.0024 GeV± =  0.0675 2σ
 0.0033± =  0.9508 1f





































 0.00014 GeV± = -0.000119 1µ
 0.0034 GeV± = -0.03841 2µ
 0.00012 GeV± =  0.01696 1σ
 0.0025 GeV± =  0.0694 2σ
 0.0033± =  0.9499 1f





































 0.00022 GeV± = -0.000774 1µ
 0.0034 GeV± = -0.02693 2µ
 0.00021 GeV± =  0.01915 1σ
 0.0030 GeV± =  0.0704 2σ
 0.0063± =  0.9218 1f



































1000  0.00018 GeV± =  0.00052 1µ
 0.0036 GeV± = -0.03325 2µ
 0.00017 GeV± =  0.01758 1σ
 0.0025 GeV± =  0.0644 2σ
 0.0047± =  0.9408 1f



































 0.00037 GeV± = -0.000282 1µ
 0.0041 GeV± = -0.02513 2µ
 0.00035 GeV± =  0.01862 1σ
 0.0036 GeV± =  0.0720 2σ
 0.011± =  0.871 1f


















distribution of true B ! D
0
 andidates seleted in B ! D
0
 simulated
events for eah of the six D
0
deay modes under study. All seletion riteria have been
applied. The results of a double-Gaussian t are overlaid.
onrmed by looking separately at qq() and qq(K) bakground events in the seleted
samples and omparing the t slopes of their distributions: as shown in Figure 4.6 and in
Table 4.5 they are onsistent with eah other. Therefore in the nal t the E qq() and
qq(K) probability density funtions are parameterized by means of the same funtion, a
straight line with a xed slope, whose shape is determined with the following methods:
 for Monte Carlo samples, the slope is xed to the value determined from a linear
115
 (GeV)KE∆























2000  0.0035 GeV± = -0.01973 2µ
 0.0033 GeV± =  0.0741 2σ





































 0.0043 GeV± = -0.02282 2µ
 0.0039 GeV± =  0.0720 2σ





































 0.0045 GeV± = -0.01773 2µ
 0.0044 GeV± =  0.0771 2σ





































 0.0051 GeV± = -0.02156 2µ
 0.0049 GeV± =  0.0761 2σ



































1000  0.0041 GeV± = -0.00993 2µ
 0.0040 GeV± =  0.0695 2σ



































 0.0048 GeV± = -0.01367 2µ
 0.0047 GeV± =  0.0733 2σ


















distribution of true B ! D
0
K andidates seleted in B ! D
0
K
simulated events for eah of the six D
0
deay modes under study. All seletion riteria
have been applied. The results of a double-Gaussian t (with the mean and width of






t to the E distribution of the B andidates, seleted with the standard riteria
of Chapter 3 in simulated qq events. Final values are reported in the last row of
Table 4.5, orresponding to the plots in Figure 4.7.
 for data samples, the slope is xed to the value determined from a linear t to the
116
 (GeV)KE∆





















 0.18 GeV±slope = -0.648 
 Monte Carloqq
+pi- K→ 0D






































 0.36 GeV±slope = -0.633 
 Monte Carloqq
+pi- K→ 0D














Figure 4.6: E distribution and straight line t for fake B andidates seleted in qq()
(left) and qq(K) events. D
0













































qq()  0:65 0:18  0:6 0:6  0:9 0:5  1:5 0:5  1:5 1:3  1:3 0:8
qq(K)  0:63 0:36  1:0 0:6  1:5 0:6  0:7 0:7  1:6 1:7  0:5 1:0
qq(+K)  0:65 0:16  0:80 0:42  1:07 0:37  1:17 0:38  1:5 1:0  0:9 0:6
Table 4.5: Slope of the linear PDF used to parameterize the E distribution of B an-
didates seleted, for eah of the six D
0
deay modes under study, in the simulated qq
sample. The standard seletion riteria of Chapter 3 have been applied.
E distribution of (fake) B andidates seleted in the o-resonane data-sample,
whih { having been olleted below the BB prodution threshold { does not inlude
misreonstruted B andidates. All the seletion riteria of Chapter 3 are applied,
with the exeption of the m
ES
ut. The release of the m
ES
requirement, beause of
the negligible orrelation (below 2%) betweenm
ES
and E in qq events (Figure 4.8),
does not aet signiantly the E distribution, and at the same time allows to
redue by a fator 3 the unertainty on the slope, whih is quite large due to the
poor statistis of the o-resonane data sample. The results of suh ts are shown
in Figure 4.9 and are summarized in the last row of Table 4.6.








































all uts  0:90:5  0:31:5  0:31:1  1:61:0 4:75:3  1:61:9
no m
ES
ut  0:500:16  0:20:5  1:250:34  1:150:35  1:40:8  1:60:5
Table 4.6: Slope of the linear PDF used to parameterize the E distribution of B andi-
dates seleted, for eah of the six D
0






















































































































































































































































Figure 4.7: E distribution and straight line t for fake B andidates seleted in qq
simulated events for eah of the six D
0
deay modes under study. All seletion riteria
have been applied.
4.4.3 BB bakground E parameterization
The E shapes of the BB(h) non-peaking omponents are parameterized from the generi
Monte Carlo, whih { as shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 { is found to orretly reprodue
the behaviour observed in real data, apart from a small shift ( +2 MeV with respet
to data). We nd that a good empirial parameterization of the E distribution of
the B

B() bakground is given by a \Crystal-Ball" lineshape [84℄, a Gaussian with an
118
)2 (GeV/cESm



















vs E distribution of fake B andidates seleted in qq events. D
0








exponential tail at higher E values:
f
CB







































The Gaussian takes into aount the inrease of the bakground at negative values of E
(  125 MeV for the BB() bakground and   175 MeV for the BB(K) bakground),
while the exponential tail desribes the E distribution at positive values of BB ombina-
torial bakground andidates. The parameters are estimated on generi BB Monte Carlo,
after having removed peaking bakgrounds with the same nal state as the signal, and
requiring that the prompt trak be a true kaon (for the BB(K) bakground, Figure 4.10)
or not (for the BB() bakground, Figure 4.11). The values of the parameters , , 
and n are reported in Tables 4.7 and 4.8. For the K
0
S
 hannel the ombinatorial BB(K)
bakground at the end of the seletion is found to be negligible and only the gaussian
part is relevant (see again the K
0
S
 plot in Figure 4.10), so the parameters  and n are
not omputed. When performing the t on data we shift the mean of the BB E PDFs,
determined on Monte Carlo, by -2 MeV as suggested by the data-MC omparison. The
other parameters remain the same. The parameters are found to be onsistent between
positive and negative B andidates.





inluded, as reported in Setion 4.1. The shape of the E distributions of these peaking









K), where the sale fator f (1:800:10) is determined





4.5 Fit validation with Monte Carlo studies
In order to evaluate the reliability of the t to return unbiased values for the signal yields
and asymmetries we have performed intensive Monte Carlo studies. In detail, we have
implemented a \toy" Monte Carlo that generates 500 \experiments", in whih the E
119
 (GeV)KE∆






















































































































































































































































Figure 4.9: E distribution and straight line t for fake B andidates seleted in o-
resonane data for eah of the six D
0
deay modes under study. All seletion riteria but
the m
ES
one have been applied.
and 
C
distributions of B ! D
0
, B ! D
0
K and bakground (both qq and BB) events
are simulated, aording to their distribution as determined on Monte Carlo. The number
of \andidates" of eah ontribution in an experiment is similar to the number expeted
(from Monte Carlo) with the same integrated luminosity as that of the data sample. We












the most relevant CP -even and CP -odd hannels onsidered here.
For eah experiment the distribution of fp; ; 

C
g (respetively the momentum, po-
120
 (GeV)KE∆






















180  0.083± = -0.8438 α
 0.00096 GeV± = -0.179813 µ
 0.0017 GeV± =  0.0207 σ
 0.46±n =  3.56 
 Monte CarloBB
+pi- K→ 0D
































25  0.18± = -1.450 α
 0.0026 GeV± = -0.17449 µ
 0.0027 GeV± =  0.0224 σ
 0.21±n =  0.83 
 Monte CarloBB
+K- K→ 0D



































16  0.32± = -1.272 α
 0.013 GeV± = -0.1879 µ
 0.012 GeV± =  0.031 σ
 0.28±n =  0.71 
 Monte CarloBB
+pi-pi → 0D







































 0.21± = -0.814 α
 0.0039 GeV± = -0.17699 µ
 0.0062 GeV± =  0.0244 σ






































 0.0079± = -0.17869 µ
 0.0050± =  0.0264 σ
 Monte CarloBB
φS0 K→ 0D


































 0.32± = -1.489 α
 0.0084 GeV± = -0.18459 µ
 0.0070 GeV± =  0.0235 σ























events for eah of the six D
0
deay modes under study. Signal and peaking bakground
events have been expliitely vetoed. All seletion riteria have been applied. The results of
a t with a Crystal Ball lineshape have been overlaid. The values of the parameters , , 
and n are reported in Tables 4.7 and 4.8. For the K
0
S
 hannel the ombinatorial BB(K)
bakground is negligible and the E distribution has been t with a single Gaussian
PDF.
lar angle and expeted Cherenkov angle resolution of the prompt trak) is taken from
randomly seleted events in the generi Monte Carlo, then E and 
C
are generated
aording to the type of andidate:
121
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 0.033± = -1.3307 α
 0.00032 GeV± = -0.130401 µ
 0.00043 GeV± =  0.03078 σ
 0.30±n =  4.95 
 Monte CarloBB
+pi- K→ 0D








































 0.088± = -1.2588 α
 0.0010 GeV± = -0.13003 µ
 0.0015 GeV± =  0.0304 σ
 0.31±n =  2.49 
 Monte CarloBB
+K- K→ 0D




































 0.20± = -1.335 α
 0.0024 GeV± = -0.12982 µ
 0.0040 GeV± =  0.0355 σ
 0.34±n =  1.37 
 Monte CarloBB
+pi-pi → 0D





































200  0.11± = -1.365 α
 0.0019 GeV± = -0.13511 µ
 0.0022 GeV± =  0.0362 σ






































 0.17± = -1.214 α
 0.0016 GeV± = -0.12910 µ
 0.0021 GeV± =  0.0261 σ
 1.2±n =  4.0 
 Monte CarloBB
φS0 K→ 0D




































 0.12± = -1.012 α
 0.0025 GeV± = -0.13539 µ
 0.0038 GeV± =  0.0319 σ























events for eah of the six D
0
deay modes under study. Signal events have been expliitely
vetoed. All seletion riteria have been applied. The results of a t with a Crystal Ball
lineshape have been overlaid.
 The B ! D
0
















































listed in Table 4.4.
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D0





























!  185 8 24 7  1:49  0:32 0:51  0:27
Table 4.7: Parameters of the Crystal Ball PDF used to t the E distribution of B
andidates seleted, for eah of the six D
0
deay modes under study, in simulated BB(K)
bakground (non-peaking) events. For the K
0
S
 hannel the ombinatorial BB(K) bak-

































!  135:4 2:5 31:9 3:8  1:01  0:12 1:64  0:25
Table 4.8: Parameters of the Crystal Ball PDF used to t the E distribution of B
andidates seleted, for eah of the six D
0
deay modes under study, in simulated BB()
bakground (non-peaking) events.
 The B ! D
0











listed in Table 4.3 and shifted event-by-event by a momentum-
dependent quantity, aording to Eq. (3.9) disussed in the previous Chapter
 the ontinuum E is generated as a linear polynomial distribution with slope taken
from the last row of Table 4.5
 the BB(K) and BB() E are generated from Crystal Ball funtions (Eq. 4.6)
with the parameters reported in Table 4.7 and 4.8
 the B ! D
0
K, qq(K) and BB(K) 
C




from a double-Gaussian funtion (Eq. 4.5) with the parameters in the right


























is the expeted Cherenkov angle for a given momentum p in the kaon
hypothesis
 the B ! D
0
, qq() and BB() 
C
are generated similarly to the B ! D
0
K,
qq(K) and BB(K) 
C














are those determined on the pion ontrol sample).





A set of 500 toy experiments have been simulated, eah one ontaining the sum of six
populations with the above E and 
C
distributions. The number of andidates of eah
ontribution in a toy experiment is generated from a Poisson distribution with a xed
mean for eah type of population, whih is simply the expeted number of andidates
for that population as predited from the BABAR simulation (the numbers in the seond
123
olumn of Tables 4.12 and 4.18). The sample generated in eah experiment is t with





K E distribution, whih are t { like in our nominal t { with a single Gaussian


















is the mean value of the poissonian generator of J-type andidates, saled by the
mean value f
1





is the t value of the number of
andidates J and 
J
is the assoiated error.




obtained in the 500 toy experiments are shown
in Figure 4.12. The distributions are t with a gaussian. The means are ompatible
with zero and the widths are ompatible with one, as expeted in the ase where the t












































as shown in Figure 4.13.








Mean   0.07785
RMS     1.012
 / ndf 2χ  18.08 / 28
Constant  2.24± 39.72 
Mean      0.04525± 0.08598 
Sigma     0.03±  0.97 












Mean   0.03346
RMS    0.9948
 / ndf 2χ  6.632 / 26
Constant  2.18± 39.22 
Mean      0.0467± 0.0452 
Sigma     0.034± 1.009 





































(bottom), obtained with 500 toy experiments. The results of a
Gaussian t are overlaid.
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Mean   0.03612
RMS     1.018
 / ndf 2χ  21.68 / 25
Constant  2.24± 38.09 
Mean      0.04791± 0.06077 
Sigma     0.039± 1.009 








Mean   -0.05933
RMS    0.9567
 / ndf 2χ  17.91 / 24
Constant  2.3±  40.3 
Mean      0.04568± -0.04213 
Sigma     0.0358± 0.9657 







) (bottom), obtained with 500 toy experiments. The results of a Gaussian t are
overlaid.
4.6 Fit to generi Monte Carlo
Before moving to the nal t on data, the analysis has been performed on the generi
Monte Carlo in order to hek the B ! D
0
K and B ! D
0
 yield extration with a
muh more omplete simulation with respet to the \toy" Monte Carlo desribed in the













events, and the Monte Carlo sample has been
saled to the same luminosity of the data sample (210.7 fb
 1
). In the following Tables
(4.9-4.24) we summarize for eah hannel the number of expeted signal and bakground
events and their asymmetries, and we report the t results. For the expeted signal
B ! D
0
 and B ! D
0
K yields we report in parentheses the numbers saled by the
main E Gaussian fration f
1
dened in 4.4.1. From these heks we shall see that the
125
parameters of the E Gaussian PDF for the D
0
K signal are orretly estimated from
the nal t, and so are the signal yields, provided we ompare them with the expeted


















K)  0:44  0:13  0:47  0:14 - -
(D
0










1419 (1367  3) 1409  43 723 30 686 30
N
qq()
3076 3758  107 1899  73 1858  72
N
qq(K)
760 914  46 464 33 450 32
N
BB()
12532 12432  126 6286  898 6144  89
N
BB(K)
292 366  31 193 23 172 22
Table 4.9: True yields and maximum likelihood t results in the generi Monte Carlo


















Speies True asymmetry Fitted asymmetry
D
0
  1:0%  (1:2 0:8)%
D
0
K  1:3%  (2:6 3:0)%
qq()  3:7%  (1:1 2:7)%
qq(K)  3:8%  (1:5 5:0)%
BB()  0:9%  (1:1 1:0)%
BB(K) 0:0%  (5:7 8:7)%




































K) 1.000 -0.038 -0.024 0.032 0.015 -0.018 0.007 0.011
(D
0










0.032 0.055 -0.002 1.000 -0.018 -0.202 0.005 0.048
N
qq()





-0.018 -0.056 -0.020 -0.202 0.012 1.000 0.002 -0.428
N
BB()
0.007 0.072 0.055 0.005 -0.326 0.002 1.000 -0.030
N
BB(K)
0.011 0.011 0.005 0.048 0.010 -0.428 -0.030 1.000




























K)  0:53  0:14  0:5 0:5 - -
(D
0










113 (110 1) 99  14 53  10 46  9
N
qq()
321 400  37 221 26 179  24
N
qq(K)
226 249  26 142 19 107  17
N
BB()
1229 1205  42 609 30 596  29
N
BB(K)
46 62  18 31  13 31  12
Table 4.12: True yields and maximum likelihood t results in the generi Monte Carlo


















Speies True asymmetry Fitted asymmetry
D
0
 1:0% (1:4 3:0)%
D
0
K  1:0%  (1 14)%
qq()  9%  (11 9)%
qq(K)  12%  (15 10)%
BB()  2:2%  (1:1 3:5)%
BB(K)  8% (0 29)%




































K) 1.000 -0.019 0.020 -0.044 0.002 -0.021 -0.015 -0.011
(D
0










-0.044 -0.087 0.008 1.000 -0.026 0.252 0.007 0.073
N
qq()





-0.021 -0.056 0.017 0.252 0.018 1.000 -0.008 0.608
N
BB()
-0.015 -0.077 0.064 0.007 -0.399 -0.008 1.000 -0.025
N
BB(K)
-0.011 -0.013 0.004 0.073 0.014 0.608 -0.025 1.000




























K) (MeV)  0:12  0:14  0:4 0:9 - -
(D
0










39(38 1) 44  10 23  7 21  7
N
qq()
473 540 41 261  27 279 28
N
qq(K)
201 182 30 65  20 117 18
N
BB()






38  18 0
+17
 0
Table 4.15: True yields and maximum likelihood t results in the generi Monte Carlo


















Speies True asymmetry Fitted asymmetry
D
0
 1:4% (3 6)%
D
0
K 0:7%  (5 24)%
qq() 11% (3 7)%
qq(K) 11% (29 16)%













































K) 1.000 -0.012 -0.020 0.047 0.003 0.025 0.009 -0.017
(D
0










0.047 0.126 0.035 1.000 -0.041 0.230 0.018 -0.091
N
qq()
0.003 -0.285 -0.313 -0.041 1.000 0.012 -0.573 -0.014
N
qq(K)
0.025 0.058 0.019 0.230 0.012 1.000 -0.014 -0.816
N
BB()
0.009 0.121 0.134 0.018 -0.573 -0.014 1.000 0.027
N
BB(K)
-0.017 -0.018 -0.006 -0.091 -0.014 -0.816 0.027 1.000






























K) (MeV)  0:77  0:22  0:3 0:6 - -
(D
0










126(120  1) 122 15 65  11 57 10
N
qq()





251 285 27 153 20 132  19
N
BB()
1163 1156  43 568 30 588  31
N
BB(K)




Table 4.18: True yields and maximum likelihood t results in the generi Monte Carlo




















Speies True asymmetry Fitted asymmetry
D
0
  1:7%  (1:8 2:8)%
D
0
K  0:5%  (7 12)%
qq() 3% (1 8)%
qq(K)  7%  (7 10)%










































K) 1.000 0.007 0.015 0.043 0.010 0.027 0.020 0.017
(D
0










0.043 -0.080 -0.009 1.000 0.028 0.295 0.011 0.109
N
qq()





0.027 -0.054 -0.021 0.295 -0.007 1.000 -0.005 0.647
N
BB()
0.020 -0.116 -0.101 0.011 0.466 -0.005 1.000 -0.027
N
BB(K)
0.017 -0.018 -0.008 0.109 -0.011 0.647 -0.027 1.000




























K) (MeV) 0:52  0:18 0:43  0:98 - -
(D
0










33(32  1) 33  6 18  5 15 4
N
qq()





24 22  6 8 4 14 5
N
BB()
252 258 18 122 13 136 13
N
BB(K)
5 6 3 2 2 4 3
Table 4.21: True yields and maximum likelihood t results in the generi Monte Carlo
















Speies True asymmetry Fit asymmetry
D
0
 0:7% (1 5)%
D
0
K  1:0%  (9 19)%
qq() 29%  (7 24)%
qq(K) 8:3% (27 28)%
BB() 0% (5 7)%
BB(K) 0% (33 56)%




































K) 1.000 0.120 0.049 0.028 -0.061 0.011 -0.000 0.002
(D
0




















0.011 -0.043 -0.016 0.206 -0.022 1.000 -0.012 0.224
N
BB()
-0.000 0.068 0.051 -0.005 -0.325 -0.012 1.000 0.035
N
BB(K)
0.002 -0.009 -0.003 0.046 -0.011 0.224 0.035 1.000


























K) (MeV)  0:28  0:37 0:0 1:0 - -
(D
0










47(43 1) 39  9 17  6 22  6
N
qq()





105 131 25 74  18 57  17
N
BB()












Table 4.24: True yields and maximum likelihood t results in the generi Monte Carlo
















Speies True asymmetry Fit asymmetry
D
0
  2:0%  (2 5)%
D
0
K 1:2% (13 22)%
qq()  5:3%  (14 15)%
qq(K)  16%  (13 19)%








































K) 1.000 0.009 -0.023 0.061 0.006 -0.032 0.022 0.017
(D
0










0.061 -0.092 0.015 1.000 0.028 -0.281 0.012 0.129
N
qq()





-0.032 0.051 -0.018 -0.281 0.015 1.000 0.016 -0.837
N
BB()
0.022 -0.119 0.116 0.012 0.613 0.016 1.000 -0.028
N
BB(K)
0.017 -0.023 0.008 0.129 -0.015 -0.837 -0.028 1.000













In onlusion, the signal yields and asymmetries returned from the t are onsistent,
within the estimated unertainties, with the expeted values from the simulation. We
summarize them in Tables 4.27 and 4.28. BB() and BB(K) yields are also orretly





h events that are not ontained in the main E Gaussian is mis-identied as a
qq(h) bakground in the t: this behaviour has also been observed in the \toy" Monte
Carlo studies, and is not a onern sine for our measurements we are interested only in
the signal yields. In all the ts a signiant (20-30%) orrelation between the B ! D
0
h
and the qq(h) t yields is observed: this orrelation has also been reprodued in the Monte
Carlo pseudo-experiments desribed in previous Setion, whih have shown that { even in






































! 515 7 515 26 43  1 39  9
Table 4.27: True versus t B ! D
0
 and B ! D
0
K yields, for eah of the six D
0
modes, in the analysis performed on BABAR simulated events saled to the same integrated





 asymmetry (%) D
0
K asymmetry (%)





























! -2.0  2 5 1.2 13  22
Table 4.28: True versus t B ! D
0
 and B ! D
0
K asymmetries, for eah of the six D
0
modes, in the analysis performed on BABAR simulated events saled to the same integrated
luminosity as the data sample.
132
4.7 Fit results on data
In this setion we report the results of the measurement of the B ! D
0
K and B ! D
0

yields on data after the unblinding.
In Tables 4.29, 4.31, 4.33, 4.35, 4.37 and 4.39 we summarize the t yields for eah
D
0
mode with their unertainties. In the last olumn the harge asymmetries of eah
signal and bakground ategory, dened as the ratio between the dierene and the sum
of negative and positive B andidates in eah ategory, are shown.
In Tables 4.30, 4.32, 4.34, 4.36, 4.38, 4.40 we put the orrelation matries of the t
parameters.
The E and 
C
distributions of the seleted samples with the projetion of the t result
for eah D
0
mode are shown in the two top plots of Figures 4.14-4.19.







samples are shown in the two plots in the middle row of the same
Figures.
In order to provide the evidene of the presene of the B ! D
0
K signal, and to see what
the omponents of the event sample look like in the E variable when integrating over

C
, we use the following weighting tehnique [86℄. For eah event, a weight for h to be
a kaon or a pion is derived from the numbers N()  N(D
0
) +N(qq()) +N(BB())
and N(K)  N(D
0




K) estimated from the t
and from the probability distributions in the 
C
variable. Using these weights, the data
is then plotted in the E variable. These plots, alled \sPlots", are shown in the bottom
row of the Figures already introdued. For omparison, also shown are the sum of the
D
0
, qq() and BB() ontributions (estimated from the nominal t) in the ase where
the h =  weight is used, and the sum of the D
0






















K)(MeV)  2:62  0:14 - -
(D
0




















669 42 317 30 352 30 5 6
N
BB()
12660  127 6420  90 6238  88  1:4 1:0
N
BB(K)
386 32 217 23 169 22  12 8



















) = 101:3% (4.8)
and the orrelation between the B ! D
0
 and B ! D
0











































K) 1.000 -0.038 -0.026 0.040 0.013 -0.017 0.008 0.012
(D
0










0.040 0.050 -0.005 1.000 -0.018 -0.191 0.004 0.035
N
qq()





-0.017 -0.054 -0.021 -0.191 -0.033 1.000 0.010 -0.419
N
BB()
0.008 0.068 0.051 0.004 -0.312 0.010 1.000 -0.049
N
BB(K)
0.012 0.006 0.004 0.035 0.020 -0.419 -0.049 1.000













The B ! D
0












































=  (3:0 3:2(stat))% (4.11)
134
 (GeV)KE∆







































































































































































































Figure 4.14: Top: E (left) and 
C









events in the on-resonane data sample. Middle: E distribution of positive (left)
and negative (right) B andidates. Bottom: E distribution of seleted events that have
been weighted based on the probability, omputed aording to the 
C
measured value
and its PDF, of h = K (left) or h =  (right). In the rst four plots, the blue solid line
represents the projetion of the likelihood in the plotted variable. In the top-left and the
two entral plots the red solid line, the green solid line and the blue dashed line represent
the E projetion of the B ! D
0
, B ! D
0
K and bakground omponents of the
likelihood. In the top-right plot, the red and the green lines represent the 
C
projetion
of the \pion" (B ! D
0
, qq() and BB()) and \kaon" (B ! D
0
K, qq(K), BB(K))
of the likelihood. In the two bottom plots, the solid lines represent the E projetions
of the kaon omponent (left) and the pion omponent (right) of the likelihood, while the


















K)(MeV)  2:7 0:5 - -
(D
0










96  13 26  9 70  10 46  15
N
qq()
273 33 130 22 143  24 5 12
N
qq(K)
185 23 118 18 67  15  28  13
N
BB()
1188 41 588 28 600  29 1:0 3:3
N
BB(K)
34  16 14  12 20  12 18  51








































K) 1.000 -0.034 0.024 0.025 -0.003 0.010 -0.015 -0.008
(D
0










0.025 0.105 -0.008 1.000 0.033 0.267 -0.009 -0.080
N
qq()
-0.003 0.280 -0.213 0.033 1.000 -0.012 -0.401 0.013
N
qq(K)
0.010 0.067 -0.021 0.267 -0.012 1.000 0.007 -0.625
N
BB()
-0.015 -0.070 0.055 -0.009 -0.401 0.007 1.000 -0.036
N
BB(K)
-0.008 -0.018 0.007 -0.080 0.013 -0.625 -0.036 1.000


















) = 100:3% (4.12)
and the orrelation between the B ! D
0
 and B ! D
0


















= (6:9 1:0(stat))% (4.13)





































= (89 13(stat))% (4.14)
The B ! D
0












































= (46 15(stat))% (4.16)
136
 (GeV)KE∆








































































































































































































Figure 4.15: Top: E (left) and 
C









events in the on-resonane data sample. Middle: E distribution of positive
(left) and negative (right) B andidates. Bottom: E distribution of seleted events that
have been weighted based on the probability, omputed aording to the 
C
measured
value and its PDF, of h = K (left) or h =  (right). In the rst four plots, the blue
solid line represents the projetion of the likelihood in the plotted variable. In the top-left
and the two entral plots the red solid line, the green solid line and the blue dashed line
represent the E projetion of the B ! D
0
, B ! D
0
K and bakground omponents
of the likelihood. In the top-right plot, the red and the green lines represent the 
C
projetion of the \pion" (B ! D
0







K) of the likelihood. In the two bottom plots, the solid lines represent
the E projetions of the kaon omponent (left) and the pion omponent (right) of the



















K)(MeV)  1:6 1:0 - -
(D
0










35  10 18  7 17 7  3 28
N
qq()
415 38 206 25 209 26 1 9
N
qq(K)
215 32 112 11 103 11  4 7
N
BB()
485 33 240 23 245 23 1 7
N
BB(K)

















































K) 1.000 0.083 -0.046 -0.017 -0.034 0.016 0.000 -0.011
(D
0










-0.017 0.039 -0.009 1.000 -0.014 -0.272 0.007 0.112
N
qq()
-0.034 -0.305 0.318 -0.014 1.000 -0.024 -0.553 0.018
N
qq(K)
0.016 -0.018 0.015 -0.272 -0.024 1.000 0.018 -0.817
N
BB()
0.000 0.116 -0.124 0.007 -0.553 0.018 1.000 -0.031
N
BB(K)
-0.011 0.006 -0.007 0.112 0.018 -0.817 -0.031 1.000


















) = 100:9% (4.17)
and the orrelation between the B ! D
0
 and B ! D
0


















= (7:3 2:1(stat))% (4.18)





































= (94 28(stat))% (4.19)
The B ! D
0












































=  (3 28(stat))% (4.21)
138
 (GeV)KE∆










































































































































































































Figure 4.16: Top: E (left) and 
C








events in the on-resonane data sample. Middle: E distribution of positive (left) and
negative (right) B andidates. Bottom: E distribution of seleted events that have been
weighted based on the probability, omputed aording to the 
C
measured value and its
PDF, of h = K (left) or h =  (right). In the rst four plots, the blue solid line represents
the projetion of the likelihood in the plotted variable. In the top-left and the two entral
plots the red solid line, the green solid line and the blue dashed line represent the E
projetion of the B ! D
0
, B ! D
0
K and bakground omponents of the likelihood. In
the top-right plot, the red and the green lines represent the 
C
projetion of the \pion"
(B ! D
0
, qq() and BB()) and \kaon" (B ! D
0





of the likelihood. In the two bottom plots, the solid lines represent the E projetions
of the kaon omponent (left) and the pion omponent (right) of the likelihood, while the




















K)(MeV)  1:6 0:6 - -
(D
0




















227 27 90  18 137  21 21  12
N
BB()
1315 46 684 33 631  32  4:0 3:5
N
BB(K)
57  20 34  14 23  15  19  37









































K) 1.000 -0.055 0.034 0.044 0.018 0.025 0.010 0.015
(D
0










0.044 0.034 0.001 1.000 -0.014 0.289 0.005 0.096
N
qq()





0.025 0.026 -0.018 0.289 0.033 1.000 -0.019 0.663
N
BB()
0.010 0.106 -0.092 0.005 -0.453 -0.019 1.000 -0.046
N
BB(K)
0.015 0.007 -0.007 0.096 0.024 0.663 -0.046 1.000



















) = 99:5% (4.22)
and the orrelation between the B ! D
0
 and B ! D
0


















= (5:9 1:0(stat))% (4.23)







































= (76 13(stat))% (4.24)
The B ! D
0












































=  (4 16(stat))% (4.26)
140
 (GeV)KE∆












































































































































































































Figure 4.17: Top: E (left) and 
C









events in the on-resonane data sample. Middle: E distribution of positive (left) and
negative (right) B andidates. Bottom: E distribution of seleted events that have been
weighted based on the probability, omputed aording to the 
C
measured value and its
PDF, of h = K (left) or h =  (right). In the rst four plots, the blue solid line represents
the projetion of the likelihood in the plotted variable. In the top-left and the two entral
plots the red solid line, the green solid line and the blue dashed line represent the E
projetion of the B ! D
0
, B ! D
0
K and bakground omponents of the likelihood. In
the top-right plot, the red and the green lines represent the 
C
projetion of the \pion"
(B ! D
0
, qq() and BB()) and \kaon" (B ! D
0





of the likelihood. In the two bottom plots, the solid lines represent the E projetions
of the kaon omponent (left) and the pion omponent (right) of the likelihood, while the

















K)(MeV)  2:1 1:0 - -
(D
0




















41  8 27  7 14 5  32  20
N
BB()






















































K) 1.000 0.054 0.003 -0.073 -0.034 0.035 -0.022 -0.009
(D
0










-0.073 -0.047 -0.009 1.000 0.012 -0.250 0.008 0.069
N
qq()
-0.034 -0.294 0.223 0.012 1.000 0.020 0.373 -0.010
N
qq(K)
0.035 0.041 -0.021 -0.250 0.020 1.000 -0.012 -0.275
N
BB()
-0.022 -0.090 0.068 0.008 0.373 -0.012 1.000 -0.029
N
BB(K)
-0.009 -0.011 0.005 0.069 -0.010 -0.275 -0.029 1.000

















) = 99:9% (4.27)
and the orrelation between the B ! D
0
 and B ! D
0


















= (8:4 1:9(stat))% (4.28)



































= (109 25(stat))% (4.29)
The B ! D
0












































=  (7 23(stat))% (4.31)
142
 (GeV)KE∆









































































































































































































Figure 4.18: Top: E (left) and 
C








events in the on-resonane data sample. Middle: E distribution of positive (left) and
negative (right) B andidates. Bottom: E distribution of seleted events that have been
weighted based on the probability, omputed aording to the 
C
measured value and its
PDF, of h = K (left) or h =  (right). In the rst four plots, the blue solid line represents
the projetion of the likelihood in the plotted variable. In the top-left and the two entral
plots the red solid line, the green solid line and the blue dashed line represent the E
projetion of the B ! D
0
, B ! D
0
K and bakground omponents of the likelihood. In
the top-right plot, the red and the green lines represent the 
C
projetion of the \pion"
(B ! D
0
, qq() and BB()) and \kaon" (B ! D
0





of the likelihood. In the two bottom plots, the solid lines represent the E projetions
of the kaon omponent (left) and the pion omponent (right) of the likelihood, while the

















K)(MeV)  2:6 1:0 - -
(D
0




















126 26 59  20 67  10 6 18
N
BB()






















































K) 1.000 -0.003 -0.012 0.057 -0.024 -0.026 -0.029 0.015
(D
0










0.057 -0.129 0.021 1.000 -0.037 -0.279 -0.016 0.123
N
qq()
-0.024 0.286 -0.285 -0.037 1.000 -0.020 0.602 0.020
N
qq(K)
-0.026 0.071 -0.025 -0.279 -0.020 1.000 -0.016 -0.826
N
BB()
-0.029 0.102 -0.102 -0.016 0.602 -0.016 1.000 0.036
N
BB(K)
0.015 -0.030 0.011 0.123 0.020 -0.826 0.036 1.000

















) = 103:3%: (4.32)
and the orrelation between the B ! D
0
 and B ! D
0


















= (8:2 1:9(stat))% (4.33)



































= (105 25(stat))% (4.34)
The B ! D
0












































=  (28 24(stat))% (4.36)
144
 (GeV)KE∆










































































































































































































Figure 4.19: Top: E (left) and 
C








events in the on-resonane data sample. Middle: E distribution of positive (left) and
negative (right) B andidates. Bottom: E distribution of seleted events that have been
weighted based on the probability, omputed aording to the 
C
measured value and its
PDF, of h = K (left) or h =  (right). In the rst four plots, the blue solid line represents
the projetion of the likelihood in the plotted variable. In the top-left and the two entral
plots the red solid line, the green solid line and the blue dashed line represent the E
projetion of the B ! D
0
, B ! D
0
K and bakground omponents of the likelihood. In
the top-right plot, the red and the green lines represent the 
C
projetion of the \pion"
(B ! D
0
, qq() and BB()) and \kaon" (B ! D
0





of the likelihood. In the two bottom plots, the solid lines represent the E projetions
of the kaon omponent (left) and the pion omponent (right) of the likelihood, while the
dashed lines represent the projetions of the bakground kaon or pion omponents.
145
4.8 Fit on bakground-only data samples
If the t behaves properly, it must give a number of signal andidates ompatible with zero
when it is performed on a sample of andidates seleted in o-resonane data, or in on-
resonane data after vetoing signal events. We have thus performed the nominal fE; 
C
g
t on eah of the six samples of B ! D
0
h andidates seleted in o-resonane data, after
all seletion riteria desribed in the previous Chapter have been applied (sample A)
and also after having loosened or ompletely removed some seletion riteria in order
to inrease the statistis of the seleted sample (B-E). We have also performed the t to
seleted andidates in on-resonane data, limiting ourselves to the region E > 0:14 GeV




(samples G and H) where no B ! D
0
h events are
expeted. In all the eight ases, for eah of the sixD
0
modes, the B ! D
0
 and B ! D
0
K
t yields have been found to be onsistent with zero. Also the number of BB() and
BB(K) returned from the t is onsistent with zero. We have then redone the ts after
xing the B ! D
0
h and BB(h) yields to zero, to measure the harge asymmetries of
the bakground and hek whether asymmetries signiantly dierent from zero (whih
would indiate a detetor harge bias) are seen. The results of these ts are listed in














A(qq())(%) A(qq(K))(%) A(qq())(%) A(qq(K))(%) A(qq())(%) A(qq(K))(%)
A 2:86:3  1115 3327  2034 515 939
B 2:42:1 0:64:9 48  149 105 58
C  2:45:0  2010 710  1816 117  213
D 1:01:6 0:93:5  0:83:5  1:44:7 2:82:5  1:14:1
E 1:64:2  139  310 1114  15 09
F  0:51:2  3:82:5  0:72:4  1:13:6 0:91:8  4:83:0
G  0:80:6  1:01:3  0:91:1  1:51:7  0:30:9 0:61:4













A(qq())(%) A(qq(K))(%) A(qq())(%) A(qq(K))(%) A(qq())(%) A(qq(K))(%)







B  16  27  2014 2716  49  311
C  1416  2817  5042 4348 517  1822
D 5:84:4 06  710 1314  36  27
E  25  57 1139 2730  411  514
F 0:33:1  0:94:4  78  79  1:23:8  15
G 0:51:5  3:82:1 4:23:6  95  1:11:8  0:52:6
H 0:21:9  3:82:7 25  167  3:72:9  0:73:7
Table 4.41: Charge asymmetries of the qq() and qq(K) bakgrounds estimated from a
fE; 
C
g t to several bakground samples. The unertainties are statistial only, as
obtained from the errors on the t yields. The sample that have been onsidered are the
following:
A = o-res data after nal seletion.
B = o-res data, m
ES
ut removed.
C = o-res data, m(D
0
) ut removed.





E = o-res data, no event shape uts.




) uts, E > 0:14 GeV.













4.9 Systemati errors evaluation
The main soures of systemati unertainty on the yields and derived quantities (the CP
asymmetry and the ratio of the branhing fration) are listed in the following.
4.9.1 Parameterization of the E BB and qq distribution
The PDFs desribing the probability assoiated to the value of E for the dierent bak-
ground ontributions depend on a number of parameters. The way these parameters
are estimated has been desribed in setion 4.4. All the PDF parameters have been de-
termined through a t on the E distributions obtained on real data or Monte Carlo
samples. Thus eah value has its own assoiated error. Eah PDF parameter is inreased
or dereased by 1 , while all the others are kept xed at their entral value. The resulting
hange of eah t parameter is onsidered as the assoiated systemati error. In the eval-
uation of the total systemati error the single ontributions are onsidered unorrelated,
and the square of the total error is omputed as the sum of the squares of the single
ontributions.
4.9.2 Parameterization of PDF(
C
)
The parameterization of the partile-identiation PDF is performed by tting with a




. Therefore, the signiant parameters for the 
C
PDFs are the two sets of ve param-
eters listed in Table 4.2. The systemati error assoiated with the partile-identiation
PDF is estimated by varying by 1 the double-Gaussian parameters of the kaon and
pion 
C




as the systemati errors.
4.9.3 Evaluation of the peaking bakgrounds







mass sidebands are listed in Table 4.1 and take into aount possible sta-




K yield. These utuations introdue a systemati
unertainty on the B ! D
0
CP
K yield and therefore on R

: therefore we perform the t




K yield by its unertainty and take the shift in R

as the
assoiated systemati unertainty. The unertainties on the asymmetries are evaluated
from the observed shifts in A
CP




samples are redone after
















andidates, and also allowing a 20% CP asymmetry for the peaking bakgrounds. Fi-
nally, we take into aount the unertainty on the E shape of the peaking bakground




the shift that is
obtained after repeating the t with the parameters of the E distribution of the peaking
bakground varied by 1.
4.9.4 Detetor harge asymmetry
A soure of bias that must be investigated arises from a potential harge asymmetry of





and/or partile identiation. In order to understand if this eet an bring a signiant
bias to the asymmetry measurement a number of ontrol samples, from both Monte Carlo
and real data, are studied. When we say \signiant bias" we must keep in mind that








asymmetry is of the order
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where the CP asymmetry is expeted to be negligible; the same hek has been performed








℄. The results of the measured harge asymmetries are reported in table 4.42; all the
results show that there is no evidene of a harge asymmetry of the BABAR detetor. The
average asymmetry found in Monte Carlo is  (0:4 0:3)%, while in data ontrol samples
it is ( 1:8 0:9)%. Hene no orretions are applied to the measured CP asymmetries:

































































































































Table 4.42: Charge asymmetries measured on signal Monte Carlo or data for dierent B
deays.























 an be diluted by the presene,
in the seleted sample, of B ! D
0
K deays with D
0















but with opposite CP ontent. The same an happen





















. Moreover, as will be shown later, also the measured ratio R
 
is, to a small



























amplitude an be desribed



























not known yet, although it ould be measured either in BABAR or in harm fatories like
CLEO-.







aets the CP -asymmetry
and the branhing fration ratio measured in the K
0
S




















































































































) sine it is




















). Sine the a
0
is salar and the  is a vetor, the amplitudes for the
D deays, in terms of the heliity angle 
H
of the two kaons,
2


















































































































































































amplitudes. Here we take into aount






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































If we integrate the above expressions in os 
H
over a symmetri os 
H
range, [;1℄
(in this analysis  = 0:4), the linear terms in os 
H
, whih are also linear in z, anel.





























































































































































































































































































































































































We an thus orret, with the expressions (4.59) and (4.63), the CP -asymmetry A
CP 





 hannel and determine the true




through the standard GLW relations (Introdu-
tion, Eqs. (3) and (4)). To this extent we use the value of R
+









(0:90  0:12) and the value of R
 






(0:760:13), whih are not aeted by this dilution eet. jzj
2
has been esti-










to be (25 1)% [89℄: this is onsistent with the value that we nd (33 9%) by studying
the distribution of the number of D
0
 andidates as a funtion of os 
H
. B ! D
0
 an-







(Eq. (4.52)), from whih jzj
2
an be extrated. To this purpose we selet in data a pure







 deays by applying all the standard riteria desribed in
the previous Chapter (but the os 
hel
() one), plus a 2.5 ut on E

around zero and
the request that the prompt trak h fails the KaonLHVeryTight seletor, and plot their
os 
H
distribution after having subtrated the expeted os 
H
distribution of ontinuum
and BB (non-peaking) bakgrounds obtained from Monte Carlo. The distribution is then








= 0:33 0:09 is found, as shown in Figure 4.20.







 events that the aeptane
)φ(helθcos 






























Figure 4.20: os 
H







 andidates seleted in data.
Bakground expeted from qq and BB (non peaking) simulated events has been sub-
trated.
is uniform as a funtion of os 
H
and therefore the os 
H
distribution is paraboli by
tting it with a jzj
2
+ 3 os 
2
H
PDF: in that ase we nd indeed jzj
2
= 0:0032 0:0029,
whih is onsistent with zero.











1  0:64 (0:25 0:01)














1 + 0:64 (0:25 0:01)
0:900:12
0:760:13








! hannel the situation, unfortunately, is ompliated by the fat that











deay amplitude is not known at present.


























































> 0:08 applied to our nal sample (see Sub-
setion 3.4.4). jzj
2





t to the dipion heliity angle
(os 
N
















one) of the previous
Chapter, plus a 2.5 ut on E

around zero and the request that the prompt trak h
fails the KaonLHVeryTight seletor. As shown in Figure 4.21, we nd jzj
2
= 42  8%,








1  0:58 (0:42 0:08)







































Figure 4.21: os 
N







! andidates seleted in data.













deay an have mixed CP ontent due to the presene
of intermediate K

or  resonanes. Therefore the dilution will be somewhere in between
0:59 0:05 and 1: we assume here the average value 0.8 and assign to it an unertainty










 (0:8 0:2) (4.67)
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For the ratio R
 

























 (1:02 0:09) (4.68)
As for the K
0
S
 hannel, also in this ase uniformity of aeptane as a funtion of os 
N
has been evaluated by tting the os 
N










+ 3 os 
2
N
PDF: in this ase we nd jzj
2
= 0:0000 0:0018, onsistent with a pure
paraboli distribution whih would be obtained if the aeptane were uniform in os 
N
.






! hannels, the entral value and the statistial errors of the
CP -asymmetries and the branhing fration ratios are saled by the mean values of the
orretion fators omputed in this Setion: the unertainties on the orretion fators
are taken into aount in the systemati errors.
4.10 Measurement of the diret CP asymmetry





































The measurement of the CP asymmetry is performed by using the measured yields of
positive and negative B ! D
0



























! are orreted aording to (4.64) and (4.67), respetively.
The systemati errors assoiated to this measurement arise from the unertainties in
the parameterization of the signal and bakground E shape and from the evaluation of
the partile ID probability. An important ontribution is given by the intrinsi harge
asymmetry of the detetor. One must also take into aount possible harge asymmetries
in the peaking bakground that is being subtrated to determine the signal yield. The
main systemati unertainties (in %) on the measurement of the CP asymmetry are re-
ported in Tables 4.43 and 4.44. The details on how suh unertainties are evaluated have
been desribed in Setion 4.9.


































!) =  0:35 0:30(stat) 0:08(syst) (4.74)
The ombination of the two CP -even measurements gives:
A
CP+
= 0:35 0:13(stat) 0:04(syst) (4.75)
The 
2
=ndf is 2.3/1, the orresponding probability is 13%.
The ombination of the three CP -odd measurements gives:
A
CP 
=  0:06 0:13(stat) 0:04(syst) (4.76)
The 
2
=ndf is 1.2/2, the orresponding probability is 55%.
The systemati error of the ombined asymmetry has been evaluated by assuming all
the systemati unertainties on the various asymmetries unorrelated, with the exeption
of the ontributions due to the detetor harge asymmetry and to the Cherenkov angle
PDFs, whih are 100% orrelated between the dierent hannels.
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qq bkg E 1:3 0:6
BB() bkg E 0:1 0:3






K bkg 3:3 1:8
Total 3:6 2:1
Detetor harge asymmetry 2:7 2:7





































qq bkg E 0:3 0:9 0:9
BB() bkg E 0:1 0:2 0:2
BB(K) bkg E 0:4 0:2 1:0





K bkg 3:4 0:1 2:3
peaking B ! D
0
K bkg - 0:3 8:8
Total 3:4 1:0 9:2
Detetor harge asymmetry 2:7 2:7 2:7




















4.11 Measurement of the ratio R




















is separately alulated for the ve CP D
0
deay hannels. The double ratio is omputed
with the number of B ! D
0
(CP )
K and B ! D
0
(CP )
 mesons estimated with the maximum
likelihood t listed in Tables 4.29, 4.31, 4.33, 4.35, 4.37 and 4.39. The resulting double ra-
tios are saled by a orretion fator taking into aount small dierenes in the seletion
eÆieny between B ! D
0
K and B ! D
0
 in the D
0
CP





orretion fators are estimated from the eÆienies evaluated with signal Monte Carlo
samples, and are listed in Table 4.45. In these orretion fators, whih are eÆieny
double ratios, all systemati unertainties arising from possible data-Monte Carlo dis-
repanies of from unkwnown D
0
branhing frations anel, and only two ontributions
survive:
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 the unertainty on seletion eÆienies due to the limited statistis of the Monte
Carlo, listed in the last two rows of Tables 3.12 and 3.13.
 the unertainty on t eÆienies due to the imperfet kwowledge of the double-
Gaussian E distribution of signal events, in partiular of the fration f
1
of signal
events in the main Gaussian. These unertainties are listed in Tables 4.3 and 4.4.








































! 102:0  3:1













dates, evaluated on Monte Carlo
The errors on the ratio are evaluated by using the statistial and the systemati errors
on the signal rates. The orrelation between the B ! D
0
 and B ! D
0
K t yields, listed




The main systemati unertainties on the measurement of these ratios are reported in





































!) = 1:03 0:25(stat) 0:14(syst) (4.82)
The ombination of the two CP -even measurements gives:
R
+
= 0:90 0:12(stat) 0:03(syst) (4.83)
The 
2
=ndf is 0.026/1, the orresponding probability is 87%.
The ombination of the three CP -odd measurements gives:
R
 
= 0:86 0:11(stat) 0:03(syst) (4.84)
The 
2
=ndf is 1.78/2, the orresponding probability is 41%.
4.12 Constraints on the CKM angle 





an in priniple onstrain the CKM angle  (up to eight disrete
ambiguities). We shall see in this Setion that the measurements presented here do not
allow in pratie to pose a onstraint on , sine the sensitivity is too low. However, these
measurements an be ombined with the results obtained in other analyses (the most












in Setion 1.7.3) to improve our knowledge of .
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qq bkg E 1:5 2:7
BB() bkg E 0:2 0:3






K bkg 3:3 7:9
EÆieny orr. fator 1:2 1:2
Total 3:8 8:4
Table 4.46: Systemati errors on R
+




































qq bkg E 1:3 1:4 3:2
BB() bkg E 0:2 0:3 0:3
BB(K) bkg E 0:5 0:3 0:8











peaking B ! D
0
h bkg - 4:2 8:2





Table 4.47: Systemati errors (%) on R
 
























, is in priniple



































In theory, one would x r
B
from the third equation and then would solve the rst two for
the remaining unknowns  and Æ
B
: in pratie this is not feasible with our measurements,
sine the unertainties on R
CP
are at the level of 12% and therefore we do not have
enough sensivity to the very small values of r
2
B






< 0:04). Indeed, from our values of R





=  0:12 0:08 (4.88)
However, we an still derive some interesting relations that, ombined with the results of











analysis allow to redue the unertainty on  from the
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results of the Dalitz analysis, with the same data sample used here, are:
x
+
=  0:129 0:070 0:030 0:032
y
+
= 0:019 0:079 0:023 0:021
x
 
= 0:077 0:069 0:026 0:019
y
 
= 0:064 0:092 0:037 0:042
where the rst error is statistial, the seond is the experimental systemati unertainty









amplitude. The measurements presented in this thesis an ontribute to improve the
auray on the two quantities x

and thus on , one the following relations (whih
































we have in fat
x
+
=  0:082 0:053(stat) 0:016(syst) (4.93)
x
 
= +0:102 0:063(stat) 0:018(syst) (4.94)
and we see that the errors on x

are ompetitive with those obtained from the Dalitz anal-
ysis. On the other hand, the quantities y

annot be measured sine the only \handles"



















enter in a quadrati way and are aeted by the large unertainties (12%) on
R
CP
. The ombination of the Dalitz results and those presented in this thesis has not
been performed yet, but from initial estimates [90℄ we expet to improve the sensitivity
on  by 10-15%.
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4.13 Conlusions
In this thesis we have reonstruted the Cabibbo-suppressed B ! D
0





























!) nal states. Previously only the Belle experiment had
reonstruted the B ! D
0
K deays, with D
0
deaying to CP -eigenstates, that have been
onsidered here. The measurement is partiularly hallenging from the experimental side





data sample is therefore needed and the analysis must be optimized in order to mantain a
high eÆieny for the signal while rejeting most of the bakground. Moreover, exellent
kaon/pion separation is needed in order to distinguish B ! D
0
K deays from the twelve
times more abundant B ! D
0
 deays, whih are kinematially very similar. The analysis
has been performed on a sample of 232 10
6
harged B meson deays olleted by the
BABAR experiment at the SLAC PEP-II B Fatory. We have searhed for diret CP -














































K) =  0:06 0:13(stat) 0:04(syst)
No evidene for diret CP violation is found within the present data sample: the positive
CP asymmetry is 2:5 far from zero, and the negative one is onsistent with zero within
one standard deviation. If we extrapolate the urrent experimental errors, we an expet
to reah a sensitivity (A
CP
)  0:06 with 5 times more data, whih BABAR should be
able to ollet by the year 2008, and (A
CP
)  0:04 in the (unlikely) ase that BABAR





) greater than 20% (whih is allowed for r
B
 0:15 for a signiant range
of possible values of the strong phase Æ
B
, see the Introdution) an be observed at > 3
level. In the latter ase, even smaller asymmetries (of the order of 12%, whih should be
expeted if r
B
































































= 0:90 0:12(stat) 0:03(syst)
R
 
= 0:86 0:11(stat) 0:03(syst)


































whih { together with A
CP
{ onstitute the four so-alled \GLW" observables from whih
the CKM angle  an in priniple be onstrained. At present, however, the statistis is
too low to put a signiant onstraint on  with these numbers only, as desribed in the
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previous Setion: to this purpose we would need to measure R

at the % level, whih is
out of reah. However we an still provide useful information on , in the form of two
CP -violating parameters x

dened in (4.89), whih have been measured to be:
x
+
=  0:082 0:053(stat) 0:016(syst)
x
 
= +0:102 0:063(stat) 0:018(syst):












in [2℄, and are expeted to inrease the sensitivity on  by 10-15%: however, this has not
been done yet.
We have been working on the eld of B ! D
0
K and B ! D
0
 reonstrution over




, with the partial data sample
olleted by BABAR in the rst 2 runs of data taking ( 89  10
6
harged B mesons),
has already been published in Spring 2004 in the journal \Physis Review Letters" [6℄,




obtained with 92% of the data sample used
in this analysis have been approved by the BABAR Collaboration and presented at the
ICHEP 2004 Conferene in Summer 2004 [42℄. The results presented here update those
results and are going to be submitted to the journal \Physis Review D" for publiation.




, the other only
determination being the ones from Belle, whih { although on a larger sample of 27410
6
harged B mesons { are less aurate then ours, as shown in Table 4.48.
















K)  0:06 0:13(stat) 0:04(syst)  0:11 0:14(stat) 0:05(syst)
R
+
0:90 0:12(stat) 0:03(syst) 0:98 0:18(stat) 0:10(syst)
R
 
0:86 0:11(stat) 0:03(syst) 1:29 0:16(stat) 0:08(syst)
Table 4.48: Comparison between the data sample used and the results for the four quanti-







in this analysis and in the only other one previously performed.
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Appendix A









With the diagrams of Figure 1.5 in mind, we an write the following amplitudes for the































































































































means that the nal state f
i










































































































































































































































































































































 0:4, from whih
r
B




depends on the D
0
nal state.

















































































































































































































































































































































































is a Cabibbo-allowed (CA) D
0
























has been measured to be 0:060 0:003 [38℄). Sine r
B





























































































= 0 and Æ
CP 
=  and the CP asymmetry and


































































where the + sign applies to CP -even deays and the   sign applies to CP -odd
























































is a doubly-Cabibbo-suppressed (DCS) D
0











 0:05 and, sine r
B
















terms are of the same order of magnitude, and the whole
expressions for the CP asymmetry and the branhing fration must be retained.
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